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1I Introduction
Rousseau's profound influence on present and past
generations resulted largely from his social ideas. To
discover the inspiration for these ideas, and to understand
them hetter, a study of the life of the author is
necessitated,
II Life and Character
A, Birth and origin
Didier Rousseau left Paris a-l>mi-t the year 15S5 and
took refuge in Geneva in order to escape the persecution against
the Hugenots, In 1555 Didien, separated from Jean-Jacques by
a direct line of the three generati ons received the rights of a
citizen in his adopted city. Jean-Jacques was horn at Geneva
on June 12, 1712. His mother, Suzanne Bernard, who belonged
to a clerical family , died in giving him "birth. His Swiss
origin helps to explain Rousseau's independence, his more
"persistent religious and political ideas, and his moralizing
views. In all his hook traces of his bourgeois, Protestant,
and republican origin may be noted. One author wrote in
regard to this influence:
"C*est de Geneve qu'ii telnt son amour-proprsk, son
^ / i ^humeur inde 'pendante , defranti et sombre, son esprit de
/ ^ (
mecontentement et de contradiction, ces singularites qui font
du Genevo is une boite a ; surprises,
"
Chuquet, "J;^. Rorisseau", p, 2,
1!
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2Isaac Rousseau, the father of Jean-Jacques was an
intelligent man but was impractical, adventuroxis , and not very
strictly^moral. He was a lock-maker in Pera, a section of
Constantinople (now Istanbul). Returning later to his native
city he engaged in the same work, except for a short interval,
when he was an instructor in dancing. An elder "brother of
Jean-Jacques , who was defiant of all restraint, disappeared
suddenly and never communicated, with his family again. Isaac's
morbidity was transmitted to Jean-Jacques, The father's
excessive sensibility, too, stimulated and increased that of
the son, through their constant association during the first
ten years of the boy*s life. His aunt, Madame Gonceru, Isaac's
sister, attended to many of his needs during this time;
Rousseau retained vivid memories of her kindness and sweetness
and gave her a small pension during her old age.
B. Childhood
1. Education.
Rousseau learned a great deal more through reading
than through formal education. At the age of seven Jean-
Jacques and his father took turns reading sentimental novels
to each other every evening, Cassandre and L ' Astree typify the
novels whose pages they perused and they often caused the boy
to weep. They often read until they heard the swallows at
dawn when Iss-ac would say shamefully to Jean- Jacques , "Allons
1
nous coucher.Je suis plus enfant que toi," Tttese precocious
3_
J.^ J. Rousseau Les Confessions, p, U

readings caused the boy to acquire an over-active imagination
and extremely romantic ideas. Enabling posterity to sense
Isaac's excessive sensibility, Jean-Jacques revealed his father's
almost excessive grief over the loss of his wife, when he told
that his father used to say endlessly, "Parle-moi de ta mere".
To which the son always replied, "llous aliens done pleurer,"
The novels which had belonged to Jean-Jacques • mother were
finally exhausted, and they turned to the library of Bernard,
the minister, who had bequeathed his books to his daughter
Suzanne, They included the solid and subdued works of fiction,
history, and biography. Among these were Hani's History of
V)
Venice , Le SueiirVs History of the Church ^ and Plutarc3«»s writ-
ings, _ 1, Plutar made a far greater impression on Rousseau
A
than any other writer, and in later life Rousseau remarked that
he had never gone to Plutarch without profit, Rousseau refer-
ring to the effect of the conversat ions between his father and
him to which the books gave rise, wrote as follows: "De ces
int eressant es lectures des entretiens qu'elle o ccasionnai ent
entre raon pere et moi, se forma *et esprit libre et republicain,
ce caractere indomptable et fier, impatient de joug et de
servitude, qui m'a tourraente tout le temps de ma vie dans les
situations les moins propres a lui donner l*essor.Sans cesse
occupe'^ de Rome et d'Athenes, vivant pour ainsi dire avec leurs
J, J, Rousseau Les Confessions
, p, k
>
J. J, Rousseau Les Confessions, p, 3
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grands hommes, je ne croydis Grec on Romain le
recit des traits de Constance et d' intrepidit e qui m*avaient
frappe'^me rendait les yeux ^tincelants et la voix forte. TJn
jour que je rec.ontais a te-tle I'aventure de Scaevola, on fut
effraye'^de me voir avancer et tenir la main sur un rechaud
pour representer son action,"
When Jean-Jacques was ten years old, his father had
an altercation with Pierre G-atitier, citizen and formerly
captain of the horse-guards of the King of Poland, and wounded
him in the face with his sword, Isaac Rousseau "believed that
the courts were treating him unfairly, and he fled to ITyon, in
the canton of Vaud, compromising his personal honor and the
justice of the republic. There he married and resided for
many years, apparently without showing much interest in Jean-
Jacques, The latter has denied this apathy on the part of his
parent, "but many authors hold to the contrary opinion. The
son was then commended to the care of his uncle, Bernard, a
"brother of his deceased mother. He sent Jean-Jacques and his
own son to stay at La,m"ber^er* s home in Bossey, where they
received instruction in Latin and in the catechism, and where
Jean-Jacques* love of the country and of nature first appeared
strong. Accused of breaking the teeth of a com"b, he was
punished severely for a fault that he had not committed.
Memories of this injustice tormented him for many years after-
wards and "betray his unusual sensitivity,
, J, J, Rousseau, Les Confessions, p. 5

He left Bossey and went to stay at his father's home
at ITyon for a short period. He returned to Geneva subsequently
and remained at his uncle's house for about two years ,where his
uncle taught hira drawing and geometry. He wished to become a
minister; he and his cousin spent a great deal of time preparing
sermons. They invented various games, and after an Italian
showman ha,d appeared in G-eneva with a troop of marionettes,
they mo.de puppets and built up comedies arotind them,
2. Apprenticeships,
Finally the matter of earning a living had to be
decided. He was apprenticed to a clerk of court, but found the
occupation insufferable. At length his raa.ster dismissed hira,
charging hira with dullness and ineptitude. He was next ap-
prenticed to Ducommun, an engraver^ BtJtxs Jyrxiivcwi , whose tyranny
and cruel beatings resulted in the stupefaction a-nd demoraliza-
tion of Rousseau, This demoralization did not extend to the
commission of crimes but did bring to light many mean acts of
this author. Lying caused him no remorse. He stole food, and
used his master's tools without permission; he became greedy
and slovenly. His love of res-ding still evinced itself. He
rented books out of his small earnings, and read everything he
could lay his hands on. Except on Sundays when he accompanied
his friends outside of the city walls of Geneva, to engage in
sports, he remained alone during his leisure moments. On two
occasions Rousseau found the gates of Geneva closed when he

wished to enter the city. The following days he was "beaten
unmercifully. When he discovered the gates locked a third time
he determined to flee the wrath of his master. He summoned his
cousin to hid him farewell. The latter aroused no objection to
Rousseau's plan of expatriating himself, which would indicate
a rupture with the Bernard family,
C. Youth
1, Vagabondage in Savoy.
Jean-Jacques wandered about in the outskirts of Geneva
for some days. Delight succeeded terror in his soul. Romantic
imaginings and hopes of their realization buoyed up his spirits,
At length having reached the domain of Savoy, he visited
Pontverre, a pastor of a village church, who bade Rousseau
welcome, invited him to remain to dinner, and gave him some verj
good wine. He spoke of the heresies of Geneva, and of the
authority of the Holy Church,
2. Conversion to Catholicism.
Finally he asked Rousseau to become a Catholic,
Rousseau contended that he never really wanted to change his
faith, but that he hated to offend the clergy who had been so
hospitable to him, Morley imputed an ulterior and less noble
motive to Rousseau when he wrote:
"This nervous eagerness to please, however, was the
complimentary element of vague ambition, and it was backed by
a stealthy consciousness of intellectual superiority which
*f
r
i
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perhaps did something, though, poorly enough, to make such ignominy
1
less degrading."
Pontvcrre despatched Rousseau to Annecy to interviev/
LSne. de Vferens, a recent convert, v/ho was zealous for the cause of the
Catholic Chiu-ch, He set out for ilnnecy, speeded onv/ards l)y sentimental
notions, Chuquet has described him:
"S^arretant a la porte des chateaux, chantsjit comine un
/ A
mcnestrel sous la fenetre la plus apparente, comptant trouver des
aventures grace ati cha,rme de sa voix et e.u scl de ses chansons mais
n'apercevant, ni dame ni demoiselle."
3. Association v/ith I.-Iadame de V/arens, interrupted "by periods
of v.-anderings,
(a) At Annecy
At last on lls.rch 21, 1720 he arrived at Annecy, He erpected
to find an old woman entirely devoid of physical "beauty hut discovered
that lilme, de Warens a beautiful person, lesa than thirty years old.
Her gentle, caressing manner and charming smile made a, profound
impression on Housseau, She decided to send Housseau to a monastery
at 'Turin to receive instru.ctions in the Ca,tholic faith,
(h) Y/anderings,
(l) Bnployment as lackey.
His conversion completed, he left the monastery and
obtained \7ork in a store, /JTter a v/hile he became a lackey at the
home of La Comtesse de Yercellis, a v/idov/. He remained in her employ
1 - J. V. Fiorlcy, "Rousseau and His Era, "7ol. I, p. 53.
2 - A. Chuquet, J. J. Rousseau
, p. 10
c
for three months, -uaitil the dr.y of her death. His intelli£;ence and
his jknov/ledf^e which had "been picked up in a haphazard manner avra.kened
the interest of lladame de Yercellis, and she in turn solicited her
nephew's influence on "behalf of Jean-Jacques. At her dea.th, hovrever,
Housscau v/as disappointed at having; the nephev/ ask him to take the
position of lackey of Le Conte de Gouvon. The Count heca^ne interested
in Housses^u and had hiin tati.c:ht Latin. Convinced of 2ousseau's ability
he offered the la,ckey the position of confidential secretarj'-.
(2) Adventure v/ith Bade.
Housseau had hecome hored with the regular life he had been
leading,' and had become imps.tient of makin;; great progress and resumed
his life of vagabondage with a man niuiied Bade. Bade and he had
anticipated earninvg their board a-nd lodging on the v/ay to Geneva by
shov.dng a toy foujitain. Their plans failed; they parted.
(3) Return to Annecy.
Rousseau decided to go to Annecy. From 1729 to 1739 he
reraained with Iladame de Warens with exception 01 certain interruptions
of vagabondage at Annecy, at Cliambery and at Les Charmettes. She v/as
very kind to Rousseau; she had him taught music; she encouraged him to
study and at times she secured employment for him, Rousseau's
dependence on I.Sne. de Warens has caused much unfavorable criticism.
In the eighteenth
€
3century this trait of his character was not considered
so reprehensilDle as in the twentieth century. Mrae. de Warens
was an intelligent, studious, and industrious woman, with
pectiliar views on religion and morals.
(k) Seminarist,
TJpon his second visit to Anne/fcy Mme. de Warens
welcomed the convert, and interested herself in his career.
She thought that he was fitted for the priesthood and she advisefL
him to enter a seminary to study for this calling. After a
while the seminarists reported that his intellectual deficiency
was too great to make a good priest,
(5) Instructor in music.
He tried to teach music with insufficient prepa-
ration; le-ter he taught again with greater success after having
received more instruction in the technique of piano playing,
(6) Journeys on foot.
He journed restlessly, on foot, to Lausanne, to
A
Neuchatel, to Pribourg, to Geneva, where he once more saw his
family. Prom there he proceeded to Berne and other places with
a G-reek prelate who was collecting funds for the Holy Sepulchre
Finally he reached Paris, the famous city, which disappointed
him keenly,
(c) At Chamhelpy.
Finding himself penniless he directed his steps
toward Cham"b/ry and established himself again at Hme, de v7aren*a
home. Later he spent much time at Les Charmettes, her country
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house. Here Rousseau iDecame a greater lover of nature, and
took a great interest in "botany,
(1) Systematic readings.
His protectress procured for him books on a great
variety of su"bjects including history, philosophy, theology and
poetry. Encouraged "by Mme. de Warens he studied systematically,
and thought ahout his readings while strolling through the
country near Chamhery, and in the vicinity of Les Che.rmettes,
(2) Efforts to write.
Voltaires Letters on the English impressed Rousseau
with the fact that there was such a thing as style in writing,
him
and inspired/to make tremendo\is efforts to write well. His
la"bors were rewarded and ultimately he acquired a proficient
style, such as only style founded on passion could produce.
In the romantic atmosphere of Les Oharmettes, where notions of
good and evil, the true and the false were frankly ignored,
Rousseau wrote his first essay. He practised writing verses,
too. He considered his verses only mediocre Taut held the belief
that verse-making would help him to write prose with greater
ease. In 1733 wrote a comedy entitled ITar ci sse which was a
failure.
(3) Journey to Montpelier,
Rousseau's health was impaired and having read some
medical treatises he fancied he had the sjonptoms of many diseases,
"to
The writings of Port-Royal were di squeting/hi s inquisitive raind
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too, with their everlasting prolslems of grace, free-will and
salvation. Rousseau spent many agonizing hours torturing himself
with the fear of damnation. After perusing many medical treati
Rousseau was convinced that he had heart trouble and went to
Montpelier to consult a doctor. The latter found no trouble
with his patient.
(U) Tutor at Lyons.
Rousseau spent a short period at the Charmettes
after his return from Montpelier. He depa-rted for Lyons in a
short while in order to accept a position as tutor at Mahly's
home. His pupils, two young hoys, were difficult to manage and
Rousseau resigned his position convinced that he was a failure
in the profession of teaching. Education interested Rousseau
yevY keenly, and this experience probably resulted in ideas
which he later incorporated in Bmile .
(5) Last Visit to Les Charmettes,
Again Jean-Jacques installed himself at Les
Charmettes, He remained in his room most of the time, composing
music, writing a comedy, and inventing a new system of music
notation. At length confident of making his fortune by his
invention, he determined to leave this estate. He repaired to
Paris, carrying with him a comedy, and fifteen louis of gold.
sles
He began to seek his fortune where he "entre«54.ra la reforme
/ / / -P 1de la societe et s'etablira "orofesseur de veatu. He had becomt
a man of considerable virtue and candor; he had a slight desire
1 ^ A
J. Lemaitre, J. J, Rousseau, p. 33»

to reform the world, How a.t the age of twenty-nine his associ-
ation with Madame de Warens came to an end. She "became involve(.
in law suits and speculated with her income. Thus her fortune
decreased constantly until she was in a state of great misery,
Rousseau, out of gratitude, sent her money from time to time,
Rousseau* s youth, characterized by sentimentality and
vagabondism, fine feelings and sordid actions, elevated moral
enthusiasms, and unsavory dependence had now come to an end.
On his way to Paris, Rousseau passed through Lyons,
M, de Mahly gave him letters of introduction to men of letters
in Paris, Arriving in Paris in the Autumn of 17^1* Rousseati
stayed at the sqiialid hotel St, Q,uentin near the Luxembourg,
He was full of ambitions and illusions. He seemed to have no
aversion for seeking protectors*
A learned committee of the Academy of Sciences, no
member of whom was instructed in the art of music, rejected his
invention without understanding his theory. He made the
acquaintance of Diderot and Pontenelle, Father Castel, a Jesuit
advised Jean-Jacques to win success through the cultivation of
women friends, and the former followed this advice promptly,
Rousseau made many acquaintances among writers and
philosophers, and also among people belonging to high social
circles,
"C^est le moment mondain de son existence, II est
tr'es choye^ dans cette socie^te^, dont il ne songe encore a
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denoneer la corruption; on le j^bs^u^ea trouve interessant ses
/A
1
"bizarries. "
Diderot and Grriram "became his closest friends. Madame
Dupin, daughter of an extremely wealthy farmer-general, "became
interested in Jean-Jacques, Another patroness helped him to
procure the post of secretary to the French ambassador at Venice
Rousseau* s knowledge of Italian made her "believe he would be of
value at the Embassy,
S, Diplomatic position at Venice,
In the Spring of 17^3 » Rousseau started to fulfill his
duties at the French Embassy under Montaigu, The position could
have brought riches to the new appointee, but before long his
master and he began to quarrel. The Ambassador's imbecility^
(which testified to the indifference to competence in public
office during the reign of Louis XV) morbidity and avarice
inflamed Rousseau, who had lost his old obsequiousness through
the development of his moral fibre. He refused to share his fee
with Montaigu and returned to Paris in 17^^ after having been
ignominously removed from his post. The defects of the govern-
ment of the Venetian Republic stimulated Rousseau's interest in
political speculation. He conceived the idea of writing a, work,
to be
^
that was called Institution Politiques, He abandoned the -olan
for such a comprehensive study and later wrote Le Contral Social
in its place, Rousseau did not extol the beauty of Venice; he
preferred nature to architecture, Chuquet thought that Rousseau
1- Ch,-M. Des TAanges Histoiaae de la Litterature Francais® des
^^risines'a 1920. p. 66??.
>

might have had a iDrilliant diplomatic career under some other
1
man than Montaigu,
F, Sojourn at Paris,
If Rousseau's Venetian e^cperience was of little
consequence in his life^an event following Rousseau's return to
Paris had a great effect on the author. He hired quarters at
the Hotel St, Quentin. A kitchen maid was often the victim of
cruel teasings and ohnoxious attentions from the rough guests
of the hotel, "The hostess herself pitched the conversation in
merry Rabelaisain icey, and the apparent modesty of her serving
a, 2
womyn gave a zest to her own license,"
1, TJnion with The're*se Le Vasseur,
Rousseau pitied the young girl and tried to defend her
from the rude company at the hotel, A warmer sentiment possesseL
Rousseau in time, and he formed a \inion with Th^rese Le Vasseur
which lasted until the day of his death. In IjSS they were
legally married* Th/rese was Illiterate; Rousseau's friends
pronounced her greedy, envious, jealous and degrading, Rousseau]
contended that Therese brought him much happiness; social positibn
and literary culture did not count a great deal in his esti-
mation, Qln the whole Roussea.u's conduct in regard to this
companion was commendable, Roussea.u thought that but few personjjs
were truly happy and was satisfied with a moderate amount of
pleasure. His characteristic ideal of felicity was achieved
1
^Chuquet, J. J, Rousseau , p. 2b,
2 J, V. Morley, - Rousseau and His Bra, Vol, I, p. lOJ
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through his intimacy with Therese. The Le Vasseur fanily came
to live i7ith Rousseau, as was customary in those days. The
prohlem of supporting a numher of people had to be solved "by
the "bread-winner, Jean-Jacques
,
2, Secretary to Franceuil, copyist and composer.
He composed the words and music of an opera, entitled
Les Muses Galant es , which the financier La Popeliniere produced
at his own home, Ca,ptivated "by this music, Richelieu requested
him to rewrite some of the music of Voltaires' Princesse de
Ufavarr
e
for which Rameau had composed the music. He gained a
little money from these tasks. Therefore, the position of
secretary to Madame Dupin and her stepson, Franceuil, appeared
desirable. He accepted the position; he received the moderate
salary of nine hundred francs a year. Upon his father's death
he fell heir to a small property. He sent some money to Madame
de Warens who had written to him of various debts and of her
unhapTDiness on that account. His secretaryship brought him
into contact with many society people. The women of fashion
liked Rousseau; at first he appeared rude in society, but he
soon adopted the more polished ways of the higher classes, Afte;:
he wrote the first discourse he resolved to live in harmony wit!i
the ideal?, which he exposed in that work, Pranceuil offered
him a position at a larger salary which he refused to accept.
He went to live in an attic, where he gained his living by
copying music. It became fashionable to employ Jean-Jacques.-f-
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Hd-ving fled from the world of fashion, he was pursued by its
members seeking his services with the hidden purpose of culti-
vating his friendship. He spurned their gifts and forbade
The'rese to accept them. They accused him of rudeness, but
independence had become dear to him; G-enevan simplicity had been
ingrained in him, and he continued to be content with a moderate
standard of living. His irritation, too, was frequently caused
by what he considered his misuse of time. His good nature
prevented him frequently from refusing to entertain people, when
he felt that he should be occupied with his work,
3. Collaborator of the Bncyclopedi e.
Diderot commissioned Rousseau to write the articles
on music in the Encyclopedie which he was then preparing. In
1753 Rousseau wrote his article Ec o nomie Poli
t
ique for the same
work. This article "contenait en germe son Discours sur
I'inegaite (1775) et une grande partie du Contrat social",
Rousseau's meaning of political economy was public economy.
Conditions governing industry were not his concern,
^» Discours sur les science s et les arts .
One hot summer afternoon in 17^9 » while walking from
Paris to pay a visit to Diderot, who had been imprisoned at
Vincennes, he read in the journal Le Mercure of a prize to be
given by the Academy of By^n for the best reply to this question:
"Si le retablissement des sciences et des arts a contribu^ a
corrompre ou a epuiser les moeurs", Diderot claimed that he
1 - E, Faguet, Vie de Rousseau, p. I69.
2 - E. Faguet, Vie d^Rousseau, p, I67,

advised Rousseau to compete for the prize, taking the negative
side to this famous question, Rousseau, however, asserted in
his Second Letter to M, de Maleshehers (p, 35^) that after the
reading of the question he was inspired to write his "Discours
sur les sciences et les arts; " and that while lying under a
tree the material for the discourse assembled itself as if "by
1 c
magic. His originality was not shown through his -Sentral
A
c
Contention; the work although not coherent was original "because
of its sincerity, enthusiasm, and conviction, Rousseaii became
famous over night after its publication; he was classed as a
philosopher. For two years Rousseau spent considerable time
replying to criticisms of his work. His style improved;logi
c
and clarity became more^vident in these polemics. The King of
Poland was one of his adversaries. The most refined applauded
his brilliant attacks on civilization. He was being over-
whelmed with honors and invitations when he withdrew himself
from society in accordance with his resolution, to practice the
moral tenets which he had sponsored in the first discourse,
5« li©. Devin du Village
Rousseau's renown was increased when his Devin du
Village received great applause at its presentation before the
King at ffontainebleau, Louis XV invited Rousseau to appear
before him to receive a pension, but Rousseau refused his
invitation, either through fear of appearing out of place, or
of saying something inappropriate, or through his love of
independence. The opera viras produced very successfully at the
J, V. Morley, Rousseau and His Bra,, p. 12S
*•
i
c
Paris Opera later.
6 . Pi scours sur 1 * orifiine de 1 * inegal i te^
In 1755 Rousseau published his Discours sur 1 * ine gali
parmi le s hommes
;
He offered a theme to enter the competition
for another prize given lay the Academy of^Lyen, Rousseau did
not vrin the prize, but he had it published in 1755. When
printed his fame increased tremendously through the success of
this literary endeavor; which equalled that of its predecessorv
the first discourse, Rousseau dedicated the new work to his
native city, G-eneva, which he praised extravagantly in the
dedication.
7. Revisits Geneva,
Rousseau had longed desired to visit his native city,
and after the dedication of the second discourse was published,
he left Pr.ris with TheVese to effect a reconciliation with his
fellow-citizens of Geneva.. He was applauded and f^ted every-
where; he was touched so much by his reception that he thought
of passing the rest of his days there. Providing that you
believed in God and led a good life, Rousseau thought it made
little difference what religion you embraced. He wanted to be
allowed to worship in Geneva and therefore procured his
readmission into the Calvinistic faith. He took great delight
in a sail which he made in a boat along the shores of Lake
Geneva, and later produced beautiful descriptions of the places
he had seen. Moderately high mountains interested him; nature
IS
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in its fearful aspects including very high peaks, failed to
hold his attention as it did later romanticists, Rousseau did
not carry out his intention of staying at G-eneva, perhaps
because Voltaire was living there at Les Delices in 175^* when
Rousseau had planned his return to Geneva as a permanent
resident
•
Gr, At Montmorency,
Rousseau returned to Paris after a few months and
remained there until 175^« Rousseau had always loved the
country since he lived at Les Charmettes, and felt that he
could not do his best work in the city. He accepted Madame
Epinay's offer of a pavilion called The Hermitage, which was
situated in the forest of Montmorency, At first he was very
happy in this rural retreat,
(a) Infatuation for Madame d*Houdetot,
Madame d*Houdetot, a sister-in-law of Madame d-'Spinay,
aroused a violent passion in the heart of Jean-Jacques which was
not reciprocal. At first she welcomed his attentions but later
deemed them importunate, A quarrel between the author and
Madame d*Houdetot resulted as a conclusion of this love affair,
Madame d'ilpinay asked Rousseau to leave the Hermitage, TheVese
wanted to return to Paris but finally agreed to settle down in
a cottage not very far from the pavilion,
(b) Begins his most important works.
At The Hermitage he commenced his best known works,
La Uouvell e Hel oi se
.
Emil
e
, and Le Contrat So cial . Rousseau no
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doubt resurrected memories of Madame d*Houdelot while writing
the first of these works,
(c) Ruptures with friends.
When Rotisseau refused on account of illness to
accompany Madame d"Epinay on a trip, he not only "became em"broil|d
with her, hut with Diderot as well. Not long after G-rinlm and
he severed their ties of friendship, Rousseau at this time,
was irritahle and suspicious. He suffered a great deal from
physical infirmities. He might have avoided some of these
altercations if he had "been less sensitive. However, there is
reason to "believe Rousseau's suspicions were not all unfounded^
for some of his friends, who were jealous of his success, did
a great deal to hurt his reputation, and rob him of happiness,
2, Lettre fa d* Al^mbert sur 1 es spectac les.
A rupture with Voltaire followed the publication of
the Lettre a d*Al ember t sur les sp e ctacles which was written in
reply to an article entitled Geneva in the Encyclopedie « in
which d*Alembert advised the Genevans to build theatres in theit
city and to present dramas, Voltaire shared d^Alembert's views
and believed Rousseau's idyllic letter was written to prevent
him from carrying out his design to establish a theatre in that
city, Rousseau's work was a violent satire against dramatic
literature and the influence of the theatre on public morality.
It contained many digressions on the purity of Swiss customs;
he praised the manners of the Genevans particularly.
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j» Chateau of Le Marechal de Luxembourg,
Rousseau had met Le Marechal de Luxerahourg and his
wife and had "become very fond of them. They treated him with
the utmost kindness and tact, and showed great respect for his
desire for liberty. Rousseau finally consented, in 1759* "to
accept their offer of a pavilion of the Chateau, Here he
became acquainted with a society far more intelligent and highe
in rank, than that of Madame d'Epinay, Le Marechal was a very
honorable man; he was good-heairted, somewhat timid, and was not
very learned, Rousseau was quite happy here. He read, parts of
La Nouvelle He'^loise to La Mare^chal^ de Luxembourg to show his
gratitude for her favors and she was infattiated with the novel.
He finished La ITouvell e He'loise in ly^l. In 17^2 Le_ Contrat
Social and L*Eraile appeared on the book-shelves in Paris, The
marvelous success of La Nouvelle He loise modified his intense
sufferings. All Paris talked incessantly and quite exclusively
about the romance. To quote from Chuquet regarding its
popularity, "On s'arrachait les volumes, qui se louaient dans
les premiers jours a douze sous I'heure, On pleurait en les
lisant jusqua se vendre raalade, a se vendre laide,"
A
/
Rousseau planned to have Eraile published in Holland,
but found to his dismay that it was to be published in Paris,
too, where the censorship was very strict. Although license in
thought and action was extraordinarily wide-spread in the
1
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eighteenth century in France, the restraint of printed matter
was correspondingly great. Many authors were imprisoned because
of their publications, French authors often had their works
published in foreign countries. If the books were smuggled into
France, the censors ignored their presence; the shipping of
books into France as chairs or some other article became extra-
ordinarily common, Finallj'- Rousseau's dread of the censorship
of Brail
e
was proved .justifiable. The Paris censors considered
the book subversive to religion and the ministry. On the ninth
of June, 17^2, the Paris Parlement ordered the book burned by
the public executioners and demanded the arrest of its author.
The Parlement was not hostile to Rousseau but their action was
prompted by their desire to appear impartial to compensate for
the expulsion of the Jesuits, Rousseau remarked, "le Parlement
veM/fc justifier son zele contre les JVsuites en persecutant aussi
A
ceux qui ne pensent cornme eux,"
H, Persecution and Exile,
Rousseau was warned in time that he was to be taken
prisoner. He feared to compromise his friends by remaining at
the chateau in concealment; he left Montmorency, and travelled
to Switzerland in a post-chaise owned by Le Marechal de
Luxembourg, His own countrymen proved severer than the French,
and Rousseau decided to settle in Motiers, where he was in the
domain of the King of Prussia, There he dressed in Armenian
costume. The population of Metiers became hostile to him and he
tr
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left the city. His Le tt res de La Montagne containing a violent
attack against the state and rel igi on^ gave rise to this hostililjly
In 176^ he took refuge for several months on a lonely little
island in the Lake of Bienne, where he enjoyed a comparative
degree of peace, "but finally was obliged to leave that spot.
He accepted David Hume's invitation to go to England in I766.
Soon he became embroiled rith Hiime whom he had begun to consideil
a persecutor. On May 1, 17o7 li© left England, Subseqiient ly he
stayed successively at the Chateau de Tyre, in Normandy, in the
home of the Prince de Conti; at Lyon and at Monquin in Dauphine^,
At last his seven year exile came to an end. He returned to
Paris in 1770 where he remained until his death, Roussea,u
blamed his enemies for having to wander from place to pla,ce
during these years, but his own state of mind must have been a
contributing factor; his mania of persecution led him to suspect
the innocent as well as the guilty, Faguet believed that
Rousseau had more reasons for being mad during his exile than
1
people generally acknowledged.
I, Last Years and Death.
Rousseau occupied a house in Paris in the rue Platrieife
which now bears his name. Some of his friends tried to dissuade
him from returning to Paris, where they feared he would be in
danger, but Rousseau met with no trouble with the piiblic
authorities. Rousseau's propelling force to reside in Pa,ris
was his need to work. He occupied himself again with the copy-
E. Faguet. Yie de Rousseau, p. 35^.

ing of music. He took long walks and harT>«rized in the suburlas
of Paris, In 1775 finished his Confessions which he "began
in 1765* His frankness in this work has revealed to the world
unpleasant incidents which "besmeared his character. His
altruism has "been remarked, too, "by readers of this "book.
Rousseau relied on his memory in writing it, and errors have
"been discovered in its pages. His desire to interest the pu"bli
influenced him to exaggerate some particulars. Les Reveri es
d*un promeneur s o 1 i t
a
jLr e , which he wrote at this time, reveal
a contentment and calmness to which Rousseau atta,ined during
the last few years of his life.
He made many new friends in Paris and was the idol
of many women, Bernardin de Saint-Pierre became one of his
friends, and has given testimony "de la sensibilite de Rousseau
f\ ft ^
de sa conf iance^ de sa pro"bite de la surete de son commerce, de
son ha'bitude de ne jamais medire des hommes dont il avait le
V 1
plus a se plaindre," His physical health was becoming greatly
impaired. One of his admirers, De Gi^rdin brought Rousseau
to his castle at Ernenonville on May 20, 177S. On July second
of the same year, Rousseau died of apoplexy. He was buried on
the lie des Peupliers in the center of a park belonging to the
estate. Many pilgrims came to visit the island; his enemies
began to evince love and pity for the man whose singular temper
had caused them so much annoyance. In 179^ l^is remains were
exhumed and taken to Paris, where he was buried beside Voltaire
E. gaguet . Vie de Rousseau, p. U02
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in the Pantheon, amid the roar of cannon and. the wild acclaim
of the populace.
Traces of Genevan influence may he found in his works
Love for the simple life, piety, occasional "bigotry, admiration
of industry, and love for the Genevan repuhlic may he counted
among these influences. His undisciplined early life and his
concern with Plutarch and sentimental romances, hefore he was
ten years old produced his romantic imaginings and the
sensibility which characterizes his art. His genius, his zeal,
his systematic application to work at Les Charmettes effected
his work, too, Parisian society produced or intensified in
him, a hatred for the great inequality existing "between the
poor and the rich. His ideas on society, may then he said, to
he the result of numerous factors which entered into the shapinij
of his life.
Ill Social ideas expressed,
A, On the effect of science and art on men,
Rousseau made many references to the effect of science
and art on men. The Discoiirs sur les scienc es et 1 e s arts trea'i
this subject particularly. His fundamental principle that man
is born good, but that society has corrupted him, is developed
in this work. He portrayed primitive people and eulogized thei t
simple life and happiness. He cited the old Persians, Scythians
and Germans, the primitive Romans and the savages of America,
the Swiss and the Spartans as examples. The bliss of primitive
f
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peoples has not laeen demonstrated "by history, Taut Rousseau
ignored history while treating this topic. He proclaimed that
the arts and sciences were engendered "by idleness and encourage|L
it. The development of machinery serves to illustrate the
encouragement of idleness "by science. The shorter working
hours made possible by the improvement of machinery are gratifyjj.
ing, "but the vast amount of unemployment now existing, makes
one wonder if its "benefits will continue to offset its di sas troilis
consequences. The arts and the sciences create lurary, and a
corruption of society a,nd taste through the inequality which it
produces. At the beginning of the second part of the discourse
Rousseau wrote!
"L'astronomie est n^e de la superstition; I'eloquence
de I'ambition, de la haine ^de la flatterie, du mensogne; la
geometrie de I'avarice; la physique, d*une vaine curiosite;
toutes et la morale me^e , de I'orgeuil human,"
The sciences and arts having originated in our vices,
their advantages should be less doubtful. The object of the
arts is also a vice, as you would expect from their origin.
He asks in the second paragraph;
"C^ue ferions-nous des arts, sans le luxe qui les
nourrit? Sans les injustice des homraes, quoi serviraijft la
jurisprudence? (^ue deviendrait I'histoire, s'il n*y avait ni
i*tyrans, ni guerres, ni conspirat eur s , Q,ui voud-v-ait , en un mot,
passer sa vie a de steriles contemplations, si chacun, ne
\. ffag^iet, B^ijCs s^u pensdur , p.^99
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consultant que les devoirs de l*homme, et les besoins de la
nature, n'avait que le temps pour sa patrie, pour les malheureufc
Jt
et pour ses amis,"
Rousseau claims that all should work to repay society
for the privileges which society grants them, 8,nd that an idle
man is pernicious. He denies that science and art increased
the glory of the state. He wondered if laws were necessary,
and if our own hearts or conscience, would not dictate the
right. The letters are a little less corrupting than the arts,
"because they admit the morality into them a little more easily
than the arts do# Faguet repeats the following words from the
first discourse:
"Les arts ne sont qu'un moyen cree par I'homme pour
jouir de ses passions, par la peintiire de ses passions, ou par
I'expression de ses passions," *
The letters and arts are hest for diversions "because
they arc the least had of all corrupters. Science is not
corrupting in its effects, nor is it morally elevating. Men may
draw some encouragement to "be purer, through a knowledge of
science, Chuquet feels that Rousseau did not wish to return
to the primitive state, and wished only to approach the state
of nature by eliminating artificiality from civilization. His
words expressing this idea are:
1
E, Paguet, Rousseau penseur, p. 399

"Oe qu*il attaque en effet, ce n*est pas civilation
en elle-meme, c*est plutot l*esprit de son siecle, c*est
Inartificial, c'est le prejuge, la mode, les raf finement s de la
politesse, les siraagrees, les compliments ampoules, les caresse|p
A ^traitresses, la malignite mielleuse, la morale du monde et ses
menues pratiques, les "beaux discours, rempla^ant les 1381168
actions, la triste ironie et la satire mechante suppleant a la
bonne et franche gaiete ,les vices dont on ne rougit plus parce
qu*on leur donne un nom d/cent, le funeste ascendant des
femnes, la pudeur tournee en derision, l*adultere conforme a
la "bienseance, l*atheisme,"
In the preface to Narcisse and in his reply to King
Stanislas of Poland, Roussea,u writing with greater restraint,
recommends that libraries be preserved in order that people
may not become vicious and ignorant. He scourged the philoso-
phers in the first discourse, accusing them of profaning all
that is sacred.
B, On the effect of private property.
The Discours sur 1 * ori gjine de 1 * ine f;alite , like its
predecessor, contains a stricture a,gainst society. In later
works, Jean-Jacques persisted in his task of rehabilitating
society, after ha.ving revealed it as worthy of destruction.
The second discourse is a more reasoned and philosophical work
than the first discourse, whose seqviel it appears to be,
Rousseau continues to treat the siibject of inequality and to
idealize primitive times when man was happy, robust mentally
I Ohuquet. J. J. Rousseau, p, 72

and physically, independent while enjoying equality and envinc-
ing genuine sympathy for his neighbor* This portrait drew
forth Voltaire's sarcastic utterance,
"On n*a jamais employe^tant d* esprit ^a vouloir nous
A A 1
rendre "betes, II prend envie de marcher a quatre pattes,"
Meditation resulted in vices is Rousseau's contention,
which supports his anti-intellectualism. Among the evils
accruing from reflexion were law and property, which headed the
human race towards retrogression, which Rousseau expresses as
follows at the beginning of the second part of this discourse:
"Le premier qui, ayant enclos un terrain, s*avisa de
dire: Ceci est a raoi , et trouva des gens assez simples pour le
croire, fut le vrai fondateur de la societe'^ civile, Que de
crimes, de guerres, de meurtres, que de miseres et d*horreurs
n'eut point epargne au genre humain celui qui, arrachant , les
pieux, ovi comblant le fosse eut crie a ses semblables : Gardez
vous d*ecouter cet , impo steur; vous etes perdiis si vous ouhliez
que les fo4rn4-s sont a tous, et que la terre n*est a personne,"
Rousseau claims that the establishment of the
magistracy, and the substitution of arbitrary power for
legitimate power are more influences in the march of civilizati||)n
toward retrogression. Inequality in wealth, in rank, in power
and merit arise one after the other, after the idea of property
takes possession of the fine minds of people. Primitive man
lived isolated and blissfully; civilized man while becoming
1
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gregarious, "becomes enslaved, in order that the a-mhitious may-
increase their profits, Finally, extreme inequality of wealth
creates a handful of rich men, and a vast multitude of men, who
have to endure misery and ohscurity all their lives. The
richest and most intelligent unite to retain their property and
rank, and to oppose the progress of the poor and the weak.
Custom, time, and the efforts of individuals to preserve their
property, consecrate the condition of inequality, Rousseau's
opposition to this consecration appears in the last five lines
of the second discourse when he says:
"II est manifestement contre la loi de nature, de
quelque maniere qu*on la definisse, qu*un enfant commande a un
viellard qu*un imbecile conduisse un homme sage, et qu*une
poignee de gens regorge de superfluites tandis que la multitude
affamee manqnue du necessaire,"
Wright believes that Rousseau reveals himself as a
1
precursor of modern anarchy in this work.
When Roussea,u "de*clare que 1 ' insurrection contre
l*oppresseur est le plus sacre des devoios," it seems that
Chuquet has reason for declaring the Di scour s sur 1 * origine de
1 * inegal i t e parrai de
s
homme
s
is a revolutionary work, Pes
G-ranges supports Wright's view when he says"This di scours is
the first modern manifesto of the communistic theory,
1
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In Rousseau's article on Politica l Bconomy he shows
more conservatism, and supports the opinion that property is
sacred. In Cole's translation of this work, he credits
Rousseau with writing;
"It is certain that the right of property is the most
sacred of all the rights of citizenship and even more imjjortant
in some respects than liberty itself; either because it more
nearly affects the preservation of life, or because property
being more easily usurped, and more difficult to defend than
life, the 1 aw ought to pay a greater attention to what is most
easily taken away; or finally, because property is the true
foundation of civil society and the real guarantee of the under!
takings of citizens; for if property were not answerable for
certain actions, nothing would be easier than to evade duties
and laugh at the laws,"^
Communistic ideas appear in Le. Con t rat So cial
.
also.
In the first paragraph of Chapter IX in Book One, he wrote that
the State:
"A I'egard de ses membres est maitre de tous leurs
biens par le contrat social, qui dans l*etat sert de base a
tous las droits, mai s il ne l*est, a I'egard des autres p^ussan
que par le droit de premier occupant, qu'il tient des
parti cullers,
"
In several pl-aces in his works, Roussea-U objected to
the impositions of taxes on the poor, and on the necessaries of
1
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life, and on industrious people. He put the stamp of his
approval on taxes for men engaged in useless occupations which
he thought should include singers and actors. In La Houvelle
Heloise, Rousseau holds property in high esteem,
0# On the influence of the theater,
Rousseau's Lett re \ d* Al e mbert sur les spectacl es
.
is verv simple, very logical, and the most idyllic of his
works. In this letter, Roussea,u first considers the theater
itself and the influence which stage-plays produce on the
spectator. After that he proceeds to shorr what effect a theater
would have in Geneva; It is paradoxical that Rousseau who had
written comedies and liked to attend theatres, should decoy the
erection of a theater in his native city. In large cities,
however, he approves of having theatrical performances because
there is no fear of corrupting the population, since they are
already corrupted, Geneva's industry, simple pleasures, and
necessa.ry economy will be injured by allowing plays. This
perilous innovation will increase their ta:n:es by the necessity
of subsiding it; the inhabitants will spend money for admission
which they cannot afford to use in this manner; the two sexes
mingling with eacli other daily, while parading their fine
clothes, will be developing vanity; the actors will inspire a
taste for dissipation. The futility of the theater is proved
by the author. He says that the theater does not promote
sociaidbili ty.

"On croit s*7 veunir, et c*est la que chacun s*isole,
oulDliant ses amis et ses procnes pour s'interesser a des
falJles."
^
The theater does not change manners because authors
desirous of success flatter the general taste. The tragedy
excites the passions instead of comhatting them; ; the spectator
weeps but is apathetic in the face of real suffering. The
Comedy makes us laugh at the expense of noble people and is,
therefore, bad. Poets and playwrights are as useless as the
philosophers, scientists and artists who are hastening the
decline of civilization. He advises the Genevans to conserve
their civil and military festivals, s.nd their competitive
ga.raes. He recommends the holding of balls, vrhere the young
people could meet and enjoy themselves under the eyes of their
elders; the crowning of the most virtuous young woman at this
ball will make young women of better character ^he feels. In
this letter Rousseau admits that the theater makes an excellent
means of relaxation, and a beneficial change from exhaustive
work and boredom. He pi'aises the theaters of Paris for maintaifi
ing and improving taste; he refers to the profound respect it
inspires in spite of its follies; he admits that there are some
worthy actors. In Smil
e
, Rousseau tells of the advantage of
having ifmile, its hero, attend the theater where he may learn
3
"I'art de plaire aux hommes et d'interesser le coeur."
A, Chuquet, J. J, Rou s
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eau
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Rousseau's originality in this piece, consisted in showing that
the ennolDling sentiments, which the spectator feels after
attending a play, proceed from the individual and not from
witnessing the performance^ arn-d vd>ce.s Vn the hook, in which he
also points out the defects of the opera and of the theatre;
sets the seal of disapproval upon duelling, immorality and
dissipation; he points out the duties of the rich to the poor,
and of masters to their dependents on their estates, "by the
example of the Wolmars at Clarens, as Richardson did "by the
example of Sir Charles Richardson and Pamela, Rousseau's
unfortunate heroine, Jiilie, who proceeds from ruin to a slow
death, and who analyzes her sentiments most minutely, has her
counterpart in Clarissa, Rousseau's experiences made the hook
vital in his eyes, and in those who lived in his tine. The
scenes of his wanderings, especially around Lake Geneva are
pictured in this hook; his descriptions of Switzerland ended
hy making that country famous for its lakes and mountains;
journeys through its cantons "became the fashion, Julie and
Claire (her ex"aherant confidante) are sketches of two young
ladies whom Rousseau had met; one Mademoiselle de Galley,
3^ r <"dont il eut fait volontiers sa rnait esse"
1
the other was Ilademoi selle de Graf f enried, " whom he would have
preferred for a confidante, Rousseau's first intention wa.s to
produce a sentimental work, hut after Madame d'Houdetot had
taken entire possession of his heart, the romance hecame more
1
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passionate than sentimental. After Rousseau's meetings with
Madame d* Houdet'' had ended, the plan of elevating his characters
morally may he olDserved in the work. Some of Sa-int Preux*s
experiences run parallel to those of Housseau, Chuquet to
illustrate this point writes:
"Suisse et Vandois, il admire ses montagnes et son
Leman; il ex)rouve aupres de Julie les m'^mes langiieuos que
Jean-Jacques aupres des Savoi si enne s ; il sort honteux de la
maison ou il s*est enoo
r
-S-e , cornme Rousseau sortit certain soir
—
- A
1
de la rue des Moineaux."
The modern reader observes many suggestive passages
in the work and sometimes wonders why Rousseau's contemporaries
found it a great moral lesson without censuring any &aia.e.lo<it«
A
lines. .The history of the eighteenth century Ps,ris sheds
light on this particular; Rousseau's work revealed far less
suggestiveness than other novels which were then in vogue.
; the
"To the people who read Crebillon and Pucelle, it was without
2
doubt elevating,"
The moral standards were low in that era, also; in
high society conjugal fidelity was ridiculed, and intrigiiing
was universally countenanced. In La ITouvelle Heloise,
"the sentiment of a sentimental age reached its most character-
istic expression, and society in the last century found little
1
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extravagant in its glowing pages,"
The guilty love of Ahelard and Heloise, as the title
of the hook suggests, is repeated in La Nouvelle Heloise. The
import of Julie is that each of us "peut refaire en lui
l*horame naturel." The loves of Julie and Saint-Preux are
innocent according to nature, hut society did not authorize
their love. Readers cursed the social conventions which
separate Julie from Saint-Preux to deliver her to IJTolmar, an
atheist and her senior hy many years, ^ thus impels her to
adultery, Julie ahjures adultery, although she would not incur
the censure of society through indulgence in that vice,
Wolmar aids and sustains Julie's resolution to remain faithful
to her marriage vows. Through a strict ohservance of her
duties, and the development of healthy affections (although
Saint-Preux* s love is retained in her soul), Julie hopes to
atone for her guilt, Julie will return to nature hy establish-
ing a family, which serves as a model for the state and is a
primitive institution. The happiness, truth, liberty, and
virtue which reigned in ancient societies, according to
Rousseau in his first discourse, will be attained by Julie's
family; thus the family will become natural while living in a
civilized state.
When Baron d'Btange indignantly refuses to allow
Julie to marry her lover and tutor ^who is so inferior in rank
and fortune to her, Lord Bornston, a magnanious Englishman,
H, G. Graham, Rousseau, -p.
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reasoning like Housseau, intercedes in behalf of the poor
young man. Vainly the B^uro-n urges the cause of Saint-Preux;
A
he refutes the idea that social di st ra.ctions and wealth are
necessary in the choice of a hushand and asserts that nohility
of soul is of far greater importance in such a matter. Lord
Bornston pleads:
"If the son-in-law whom I propose to you
cannot reckon, like you, a dubious line of forefathers, he
shall he the founder and head of his house, as your first
ancestor was of yours. Would you consider yoiirself dishonored
"by alliance r^ith the head of your own family; and does not
this contempt reflect upon yourself? How many great names
would sink into oblivion if only those were reckoned which had
begun with a man of merit? Judge of the past by the present;
for two or three citizens who disting-uish themselves by honest
means, a thousand knaves every day ennoble their families; and
what does this nobility, of which their descendants are so
proud, prove, if not the thefts and infamy of their ancester?
A
Whatever you may think of me, I should be very sorry
to have no other proof of my merit than the name of a man who
died years ago."
Julie's father becomes enraged at these democratic
sentiments, and Saint-Preux parts from Julie in a state of
desolation. Claire, Julie's cousin and best friend, revives
H, G, G-raham, Rouss eau , p. IO6

the scene of heartrending moments of his parting:
"I saw him, like one out of his senses, throvr him-
self upon his knees upon the staircase, kissing the steps a
thousand times, and D'Orbe could hardly tear him from the cold
stone, against which he pressed himself, uttering prolonged
1
moans ,
"
Is not this a sample of the erotic passion which Morley
accuses Rousseau of possessing and cherishing? Chuquet refers
to this confession as an illustration of the delicate and
often elevated depictions of passion which Rousseau created
when he writes:
"Oe que Saint-Preux cherit dans sa maitresse, c'est
non sen^ement la 'beaute'', mais un esprit juste, un gout equis,
le charme des sentiments"; il sait que nulle ne la surpasse
en "bienveillance , en tendresse, en douceur d* at t achement , et
il fonde son amour sur la "base du ise'rite et des vertus".
Likewise Julie's love mingled with her soul. Chuquet illiistrates
"Julie a devine'' sur le visage de Saint-Preux un coeur semblahle
au sien, et ce qu'elle aime en lui , c*est moins ce qu*elle
y voit que ce quelle croit sentir en elle-meme,"
Rousseau does not hold to the view that opposites
attract • Chuquet shows Rousseau's contra.ry view in quoting:
"II existe une conformite secrete entre l*humeur,
\ A A
le caractere et I'age ^es deux aman t's'^l eur ames s*accordent,
1
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elles (se touclient par tous les points et sentent le merae
coherence); elles sont les deux parties cL*un meme tout,
Viens, dit Saint-Preux, viens dans les Isras de ton ani jfeunir
i / Ales deux moitfes de notre etrel" -
That is the conception of love which is founded on the same
interest s^ Chuquet a3-&i.ta"^s. his criticism of Rousseau's
lasci viousness in his vforks vrhen he writes:
"Cette sensualite n'etait-elle pas preferable a la
froide license, et s, la depravation raffinee de l*epoque?
Aux scenes graveleuses des houdoirs, aux exploits des voues, -
aux bonnes fortunes des lihertin^ "olases
,
Jean-Jacques
opposait le baiser du^ bosquet de Clarens ce baiser penetrant
* C -PA j'-'-^ N
qui perie et Veule pis qu*a la moelle^ce baiser mortel qui
embrase le sang,"
Rousseau's ideals of cons tancy^ exemplif i ed in the lovers, who
are all to each other, Jiilie declares there's no othe^ man
for her than Saint-Preux; Saint-Preux consumed by fever and
deleriura as soon as he touched Julie's hand, proves his
ext r£.ordinary constancy by "gardant 1' image de sa ma^tresse
au fAond de son ^e , comme en un sanctuaire il3iviolable d'ou
_
rien ne pourra I'arracher, I'adorant, plus 'que Jamais apr^es
des annees de separation, et dans les jardins de Clarens
/ 2baissant les fleurs que les pieds ont foulees," The
permanence of this intense attachment seems more praiseworthy
than the transitoriness of the fleeting loves of gallants,
^
A. Chuquet, Z r'Z , RousseaiL. P. 109
2 A, Chuquet, J.- J. Rousseau, p, 110
—

Rousseau prefers the violent heart-beats of love to a paralysis
of that organ,
Roussee-U*s supports of an enduring and mutual love
which he exemplifies in the lovers, Julie declares that
Saint-Preux is the only man in the world for her; Saint-Preux
"devore de la fi'^vre et du delivre des qu*il rencontre la
main de Julie, gardant 1 * image de sa raaitresse au fond de son
A .. - / ^
ame-a-pres les annees de separation, et dans les jardins de
/ 1
Clarens baisant des fleurs que ses pieds ont foulees,"
betrays an amazing constancy. The t ransi torines s of the
loves of the gallants does not extract eulogies from Rousseau
who condemned their fleeting loves in Paris, Rousseau treats
love in a tragic fa,shion like Racine; passion^ consumes and
enervates his lovers, Rousseau believes that love can be
the greatest factor in one*s life, but he asserts that love
is not suitable for all people, To those lacking in self-
control, love generally pres&ges harm. The question of enter-
ing wedlock without love leads to the subject of marriage,
Rousseau himself married without love and felt that
many simple pleasures accrued to him as a consequence. When
Julie becomes Madame de Wolmar fulfillment of her duty brings
her happiness. People who are not ranged on the side of the
supporters of the marriage of convenience theory, declare that
marriage without love is criminal. Even as a sinner, Julie
1
A, Chuquet , J.—J, Rousseau, p, 110

could "be forgiven more readily if she violated the moral code
with less deliberation, A maiden who surrenders her heart
"before marriage with the avowed purpose of forcing her parents
to grant their consent to her marriage is too calculating to
ensure sympathy, Julie's example of adherence to the path of
duty, wholesome objective sympathy for others and not "by
indulgence in self-pity and idle reveries, was what the women
of the eighteeth century admired in the heroine; To them it
seemed to enforce the idea of devotion to duty and not that of
mournful introspection, Faguet thinks Julie reprehensible in
marrying without informing ffolmar thatf>he has had a lover.
When Saint-Preux sees Julie again years after his dismissal by
her, Wolmar and Julie extend an effusive welcome to him and
Wolmar approves of Julie's announcement that the friendship of
the two men would cause her great joy, Jean-Jaccues acquired
a, taste for the "menage ^a trois" when he lived at the home of
Madame de \7arens with Claude Anet where Rousseau said of these
three people "Tous nos voeux, nos soxns, nos coeurs't' etaient
communs; rien n'en pass3i.it au dela de ce petit circle,
L'?.abitude de vivre ensemble et d'y vivre exclusi vement devint
si forte que si dans nos repas un des trois manqucit on qu'il
Vint un quatrieme tout etait derange et malgre nos liaisons
part icv.li eres les tete~a-tete nous etaient moins do\ix qua la
/ 1
reunion," When Rousseau loved Uadam d'Houdetot, Saint-Lambert,
her paramour, disapproved of having Jean-Jacqties for his friend,
Faguet, Vie de Rousseau, p. 60
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The majority of men would proljalDly find suxjh^ati a-^&o^iatisin
/^revolting. On her wedding day Julie's soul is seized with
terror. She helieves she hears the voice of G-od in the
minister, who is gravely pronouncing the holy liturgy; moment
by moment she feels more impressed hy the sanctity of marriage.
The world of society and the Enclyclopaedist s were reflecting
this idea through their speech and their lives, when La ITouvelle
Heloise appeared. They found their condemnation in those
pages. In one letter Julia relates her feeling while at the
altar as follows:
"La purete, la dignite, la saintete du raariage , si
vivement exposees dans les paroles de l*Ecriture, ses chastes
et suhlimes devoirs si important s au bonheur, a I'ordre, a,
la paix, a la duree du genre humain, si dou::^ a, remplir pour
eux-m.eraes; tout cela me fit une telle impression, que je crus
sentir int eri^ieurement une re^i-volut ion subite, TJne ptassance
inconnu sembla corriger tout a coup le desorde de mes affection
/
le ciel et la terre sont temoins de I'engagement saare que Je
~ TV
prends; ils le seront encore de ma fidelite'' a I'observer.
Quel droit peut respecter parmi les hommes quiconque ose
1
violer le premier de tous,"
1 / • /
Mornet , La ITouvelle Heloise, etude et analyse, p. 172
rr .
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Housseau disapproved of secret marriages. He
"believed that a married couple are more immune from temptations
if the world knors of their marriage, and conjugal fidelity
will "be more easily achieved. In Emile
.
Rousseau praises
monogamy stressing the fact that it is nature* s will, and
that otherwise the t\7o sexes would "be unequal in numher,
Rousseau in the same work advises woman not to complain of the
unequality of man-made laws, hecause nature or reason really
"brings them into "being. He illustrates his contention when
he states:
"She to whom nature has entrusted the care of the
children must hold herself responsi"ble for them to their father
Ho dou"bt every "breach of faith is wrong and every faithless
husband who ro'bs his wife of the sole reward of the stern
duties of her sex, is cruel and unjust; "but the faithless wife
is ^Torse; she destroys the family and "breaks the "bonds of
nature; ^hen she gives her hus"band children who are not his
own, she is false "both to him and them, her crime is not
infidelity but treason. To my mind, it is the source of
1
dissension and every kind of crime,"
After Julie marries, Saint-Preux meditates on suicide
- such is his despa.ir. The eloquent letters exchanged between
Lord Bornston and Saint-Preux in regard to this intention,
derive a somber
interest from Rousseau's own contemplation of the matter,
1 /
J. J, Rousseau - Emile - p. 324

••
It has "been proved that Rousseau did not end his life hy ,
suicide, "but Graham thinks that it is capable of demonstration
that Jea,n- Ja,cques was occupied with the idea at different
times. Housseau when writing?; La Nouvelle Heloise was never
free from pain day or night. G-raham "believes that the
arguments of Bornston who argued against suicide may represent
the views of Roussea.u, Lord Bornston while pleading powerfully
against such a course does admit t"na,t violent bodily pain,
when incurable, may excuse a man for putting an end to
existence, "For even before dying he has ceased to live and
in ending his existence, he is only contemplating his release
from a body which embarrasses, and which contains his soul
1
no longer," He feels the weight of Bornston* s following
arguments; renounces this design and seeks repose of the soul
in the stir of a busy life. At length Saint~Preux is convinced
that life is a gift which cannot be set aside,
? s
"11 t'est done Jerm-ix de cesser de vivre» Je voudrais
bien savioir si tu as coranence. C^uoi? fus-tu place sur la
terre pour n*y rien faire? Q,uelle reponse tiens-tu prete
au juge supreme qui te denandey^ compte de ton temps?.,,, Tu
u. /
t'enn-djflies de vivre, et tu dii^s; La vie est un mal. Tot ou
tard tu sera console/ et tu diras: La vie est un bien He
dis pas non plus qu*il t*est permis de mouri*; car autant
vaudrait dire qu*il t'est permis de n*etre pas homme qu*il
1
H, G, Graham, Rousseau, p. 110

est perrais de te revolter centre l*auteur de ton etre et de
1
tromper tp. destination," Hornet in his analysis of La ITouvelle
Heloise expresses his belief that Rousseau never contemplated
sulci de.
Although Rousseau did not enjoy a very ha,ppy family
life during his youth or during his manhood, he eulogized the
family again and again. In Emil e , the tutor, whose views a,re
those of Rousseau, feels that man should not live alone. He
and his pupil Enile, enter society when the latter has reached
maturity, in order to seek Sophie, the ideal wife for Emile,
Through marriage to her, the young man will fulfill his
duties to society to which he is a debtor. They do not find
her among the bold, artificial women of Parisia.n society, for
she is shy, simple, na,tural , and virtuous. She has no idea
of expressing herself, and of developing her individuality;
she is utterly subservient to "^vAIq when they marry. She has
been educated to be subordinate to men and her worth is
determined by her contribution to the happiness of her husband,
A great gulf exists between the education of Bnile and of
r 2
Sophie, "Rousseau a affranchi Smile: il asservit Sophie."
Extreme conservatism is manifested in the education of Sophie,
Sophie learns to be a housekeeper, a nurse, and a coquet. She
does not become fit to be the companion of a man of int elligenc 3
,
1
A. Schinz
,
Vie_et o envr£S de J. J . Rousseau, p. I52
2 G. Compayre, J. J. Rou s seau et 1 *_^^dnicati.o n de la nature ,•'3
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nor to fulfill the deities of a good mother. Corapayre Iselieves
that Rousseau is particularly unjust in his appraisal of the
intellectual qua.lities of woman. He says tha.t Rousseau
recognized that the judgment of woman is formed at an earlier
age than that of man, "but that she utilizes this power less
tho-n man does.
In Bools: One of Erail e . Rousseau attempted the reform
of a reformation of the home-life in France among aristocratic
circles. He mentions fashion, luxury, and pleasure as ©"bstaclei
to calm, simple domesticity, Cliildren are sent to the country
soon after hirth, in order tha.t the woman of fashion might he
free to attend to her numerous social engagements. Mothers
and fathers do not train their children hut transfer that duty
to priests and nuns. He counsels mothers to nurse their own
children. He contends that the performance of this duty will
"bring atout domestic happiness and virtue. His words in regard
to this natter are:
"Mais que les meres daignent nouriTir leurs enfants,
A
les moeurs vont se reformer d* elles-raeraes , les sentiments de
la nature se reveiller dans tous les coeurs: l»Etat va se
repei^ler, ce premier point, ce point seul va tout reunir,
L*attrait de la vie domestique est le meilleur cont re-poi son
des mau.vaises moeurs, Le tracas des enfants, qu*on croit
importun, devient agreahle; il rend la pere et la mere plus
ne'cessaires
,
plus chers l*un a l^autre; il^r^^Yy^ entre eux

le lien conjugal, C^uand. la faraille est vivante et o.nimee,
les soins domestiques font la plus chere occupation de la
ferame et de olus doux ainusant du raari , ainsi de ce^A seul alsus
corrige^ resulterait "bientot une reforme generals, "bientot la
na,ture aurait repris tous ses droits, Q,u*iine fois les femmes
redevent m^res, bientot les hommes redevi endront -neres et maris.
/
The fundamental idea of Eraile is that society can he
cured of its corruption by means of education, Rousseau's
plan of educating Emile begins at birth and extends to the day
of his marriage. Loose clothing, fresh air, coimtry life,
baths and particular foods are listed in the book among the
numerous details which Rousseau includes in prescribing for the
care of the child, Rousseau believes that the despotic educatic||n
in colleges or in families caused the unhappiness of the
children. He cited hypocrisy, boredom and idleness as products
of education at schools. He says that the aim of the education
is the formation of character and of intelligence. He recognises
the different abilities and needs of children while recommend-
ing that all children should not be educated in the same way,
Emile, an orphan, well born and healthy, is to be educated with
these ideas in mind. He is to receive no medicine even when
ill, for "physicfis more pernicious than the diseases it
2
pretends to cure." He should learn to bear pain; if he hurts
JL. J. EouBsea,u^ Emile, p. ly-,--
fi. G, graham, Roirgis-gara ,^ p . 155

himself, he will learn to be "brave if, at times, no one
hastens to comfort him. His toys heing inexpensive, will
prevent the formation of a taste for luxury. Rousseau dis-
approves of reasoning with a child, for if children can reason,
there is no need of educating them,
Emile is isolated from society, in order that
society will not corrupt him. Even his parents, imhued with
social prejudices, must not destroy his natural instincts,
Rousseau is not a real orphan "but he ma-y he regarded as one^
since his parents allowed his tutor to have entire cha,rge
over him. Therefore, he will pass his infancy and youth with
a teacher who is a young celihate, and a gentleman of leisure.
The tutor will spend the greater part of his time in educating
the child according to nature. It is not necessary to give
him any formal instruction. It is necessary to have him
influenced by things, so that he may learn for himself what
he ought to avoid. He is not to be forced to do anything but
he is to feel that on account of his weakness, he is at the
mercy of his elders. At the age of twelve Smile's tutor will
teach him to read, but he will be amazed if he finds it
necessary. He thinks that the desire to read will take
possession of Emile at an earlier date, and the pupil will
realize the fulfillment of this desire. Between his twelfth
and fifteenth years, Emile will be educated so as to develop

his intelligence and his power of reflexion through direct
experience and without "books. The need for learning astronomy,
physics, geography and chemistry arises and circumstances
permit Emile to pursue these studies.
When Smile is fifteen years old, he is taught to
know men through history and the reading of Plutarch, At
sixteen, Bmile is taught that he has a soul and is encouraged
to adopt some sort of religion,
Rousseau advises that teachers inform children of
their rights before instructing them in their duties. When
Emile "begins to learn his relation to society, he will under-
stand that its first law is self-preservation. Knowing a
trade will preserve him from the vicissitudes of fortune.
Therefore Emile must learn one, not for the purpose of making
a fortune, "but for rendering a fortune unnecessary.
In La ITouvelle Heloise Rousseau lets Saint-Preux
voice his ideas and observations of Parisian society. The
satirical portrait of the world of fashion was much in evidence
in the eighteenth century, Mornet says "Les o"bservat ions de
Rousseau ont souvent un vif interet historique ,
"
The Parisians, according to Saint-Preux, are most
prepossessing. Their politeness is extraordinary; even when
you first meet them, they act as if you are friends of twenty
years standing. Yet the French are naturally good, frank, and
hospita"ble. They have more wit and learning than the people
1 f •
D, Mornet, La ITouvell e Heloi se de J, J, Rousseau, p. I3I

of any other nation. They are learned without being pedantic,
gay without being noisy, and polished without being affected.
Their nanners and learning, however, serve to increase vice
rather than virtue. All think alike. All want to know what
his friends thin^c, and what idea is popular before they express
their opinions,
Saint-Preux* s words follow:
"Vous croirez que les gens isoles qui vivent dans 1 ' inde-oendanc b
A
ont au noins un esprit \ eux; point du tout; autres machines
qui ne pensent point et qu*on fait penser par ressorts. On
< /
n'a qu a s*inforraer de leurs societes, de leurs coteries, de
leurs amis, des amis qu'ils voient, des auteurs qu*ils
connaissent; la-dessus on peut d*avance etablir leur sentiment
futur sur un livre -onet a paraitre et qu*ils n'ont lu; sur
A
une piece pr'ete a jouer et quails n'ont vue sur tel ou tel
auteur qu'ils ne connaissent point, sur tel ou tel systeme
dont ils n*ont aucune idee; et comme la pendule ne se monte
ordinairement que pour vingt-quatre heures, tous ces gens -la
s * en vont
,
chaque soir, apprendre dans leurs societes ce
qu'ils penseront le lendemain.
1 , • J
D, Mornet, La^lTouvelle Heloise de J, J. Rousseau, etude ejt
analy^, p, 132 "
"
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In several letters to Julie, written in Paris, Saint-
Preux continues to relate the foibles of the socially elect of
Paris, Their indulgence in gossip and slander does not prevent
them ^to the young man's amazement^, fron using good sense and
logic in the handling of serious topics, including matters of
morals. Their fondness for discussion leads them to express
severe judgments against offenders of the moral code, "but does
acquire the virtues which they claim to a-dmire. In spite of
their agreement that human nature is degrading, they speak
incessantly of sentiment. 3y this word, Saint-Preux writes:
"II ne faut pas entendre un epanchement affectueux dans le
sein de l*araour ou de 1 'amitis^cela serait d*une fadfur a
/ /
mourir; c*8st le sentiment mis en grandes maxiraes generales,
et quint essenci e par tout ce que la metaphysique a de plus
suhtil , . . , . lis depensent ainsi tout leur sentiment en esprit,
et il s*en exhale tant dans les discours qu*il n'en reste plus
1
pour la pratique."
No man dares to reveal his real self in this depraved
society, where all- must follow the same pattern of conduct.
Daughters are brought up strictly, hut married women
become liberated upon attaining wifehood. Husbands condone
the intrigues of their wives, while engaging in the affairs of
the heart themselves. Adultery is not inconsistent with
D. Hornet, La^lTouvelle Helpise, e^tude et ana]^yse
, p. 135.
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propriety, Q,uite in contrast to the life of the Parisians of
the salons is the life at Clarens,
Rousseau's picture of the simple and "beautiful life
of the Wolmar family is most charming. Equality is ignored;
there is no hint of socialism in its pages where respect for
property is constantly stressed. The patriarchal Wolmar insists
that his servants execute their duties faithfully; the latter
feel that honor demands industry and loyalty. Penalities for
disobedience and vice are promptly administered with harshness
and extreme paternal inexorability,
Julie as a mother and wife, comports herself with
dignity and grace at the chateau, where work and gaiety,
innocence and virtiie are everywhere in evidence. The master
only reccnrnends to his serva,nts such virtues as he himself
practices. In this way he increases their respect and
submission to his authority. The serva,nts carefullj^ chosen
rarely relinquish their positions. They receive an increase
in wages annually until the termination of their services,
Male and female servants have little comm.ini cat ion with each
other; their living qua,rters are separated. On Sunday evenings
in the nursery the women enjoy little social gatherings with
their friends, and neighbors. The master and mistress arrange
games for the men at the same time. The host provides wine to
keep the men. servants awayl from the public bars. In winter

there are dances in the hall for all the servants and the
neighbors, liTolraar and his wife are often present at these
gatherings and participate in the fun. The master often invites
old peasants to his house to dine. He treats them respectfully.
He gives presents to them for their families when they set out
for home. Many beggars go to the castle. The master has no
fear of them and is glad to be able to help them out. Besides
the beggar deserves aid for exciting compassion through his
eloquent pleas, Wolmar argues, "It belongs to the legislature
to take care that there are no beggars; but in order to give
up their trade, is it necessary to make all other ranks of the
1
people inhuman?"
Memories of the plain manner of living among the
Genevans of Rousseau's time are recalled^ when amidst all this
charity, strict frugality appears a constant consideration.
The food is simple and nutritious; there exists no superfluity
of impertinent servants; embroidering is a duty of the women
servants; the wool is sent to the factory to be manufactured
into cloth; wine, oil and bread are made on the grounds of the
estate. Barter is practiced to some extent: for instance, the
butcher is paid in cattle and the grocers exchange their goods
for wheat. Honey accruing from sale of wine a.nd grain enables
1
H. G-. Graham, Rousseau, p. 112.

Julie to defray the expenses of charity, which she dispenses to
the deserving poor. Wolmar's atheism is her one great sorrow,
Rousseau wished to preach tolerance hy endowing Wolmar with
innumerable virtues, Julie, fearing the evil effects of his
disbelief in God, persuades him to conceal his view and to
attend church on Sundays, Morley says of this household and
of Rousseau:
"He had exalted the simplicity of the savage state
in his Discourses, hut when he came to constitute an ideal
life, he found it in a household that was more, and not less,
systematically disciplined, than those of the common society
around him. The paradise in whicn his Julie moved with V/olmar
and Saint-Preux was no more and no less than the establishment
of the best kind of the rural middle-class, frugal, decorous,
wholesome, tranquilly austere, Ko sentimental savage could
have found it endurable, or could himself, without profound
transformation of his manners, have been endured in it. The
New Heloise ends by exalting respectability, and putting the
spirit of insurrection to shame. Self-control, not revolt
1
is its last word,"
J. V. Morley, Rousseau and His E^a^, Vol, II, p, k2»

Houssec.u was the most povrerfu-l propagator of certain social
opinions of liis line. Provided the £;overnment did not interfere v/ith
the free expression of opinion in literature and science his contempo-
1
raries were content to leave social o^uestions alone, according; to Ilorley.
Rousseau' s "moral conception of individual life and character contained
in itself a social conception, snd he did not shrink from 13013117 develop-
ing it." To Jean-Jacques, v.'ho v/as nurtured in almost limited freedom,
nothing can he worse than servitude. Miserahle kings excite his pity,
"because they are the slaves of all who seem to show them ohedience; he
grieves for the conceited rich v/ho sacrifice manhood for ostentation.
His sympathies are for the poor. He reserves his greatest respect for
the common people who constitute the hulk of the population. The poor
and the rich in his estimation have similar passions enA. feelings; they
possess equal intelligence, hut the poor display greater sense. He
recommends respect for mankind, v^hich society leaders sjid the savants
of his time did not entertain. His judgment that the spirit of the lav/s
is partial to the strong sjid rich is still a matter of contention,
Morley* s reference to the denunciation of civilization hy Rousseau
follows
;
"The only writer v;ho hs.s approached Rousseau., so far as I knov/
in fullness and depth of expression in proclaiming the sorrows and wrongs
of the poor hlind croTid, who painfully drag along the car of triumphant
civilization v/ith its handful of occupants, is the author of the Book of
the People." Insurrectionary ideas are inconspicuous in La ITouvelle
n/loise; its effect depended on its pictures of a social state in v/hich
1 - J. V. Morley, Roussea and His Era, p. 271
*( \
1
abuses sxid. cruelty are impossrole. Rousseau induced his readers to
contrast the soher, joyous vzid prosperous settings of the romance of
Julie 8.nd Saint-Preuz, v/ith the dreariness, harshness, and misery and
v/retchedness of the field life of Prance.
S. On civic liherties and government .
A
Jules Lenaitre "belieTed it natural for Housseau to write the
Social Contract, v/hich is a treatise on political philosophy, in v/hich
the author reasons v/ith profound logic. Lema'itre VjTote;
"II etait assez no,turel que Rousseau, censeur des moeurs dans
ses premiers livres, preceptettJTd'ajaour dans la Julie , oracle de
1' education dans I'BnjJLe, sentit le hesoin d'etre enfin legislateur, pour
achever^ sa mission de "bienfaiteWr de I'htimanite. Car tous ses enplois
1
se tiemient."
Coles claims that La Central Social may he regarded as a
document of the French Revolution or as one of the greatest hooks of
political philosophy, and that it contains practically the v/hole of
Rousseau's constructive political theory. The complete title Le Contrat
Social oAA.Pr incipes du Droit Politique suggests its purpose; »v;hich is to
present Rousseau's views "sur les fondements de la societe civile, et a
exposer ouelques principes d' organization politique. The Social Contract
theory dates from the Sophist5" of Greece. In mediaeval v/ri tings it often
crops up; the theorists of the Renaissa,nce used it commonly. In the
eighteenth century its collapse vivis threatened hy a v/ider conception.
Rousseau's ;7ork was chiefly influenced hy Hohhes and Locke, Hohhes in his
De Give (1G42) stated that man vvas had, and needed a contract to protect
1 - J. Lemaitre, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, p. 250
(/
all the members of associations against the v/ickedness of individual
nerahers. Locke, on the other hand in his "Tv/o Treatises on Civil
rj-ojrernTnmTt (1690) adopted the contract idea "because men are good and wish
to iinite to develop their {goodness, Eousseau "believes that primitive man
was so good that a contract v.-as suj^erfluous , hut that the contract hecarae
indispensable v^hen social relations increased in complexity "Pour assurer
la defense centre les egoismes particuliers et 1' association des interets
1
de classes."
Schinz quoting C. E. Yaughan v/rites;
"Rousseau aV8.it trouve a G-eneve le principe de la souverainete
\ / r
populaire tres imparfaitement realise dans la pratique nais au moms
/ / / / /
proclame en theorie, II n'a pas ete plus inspire par les institutions de
Calvin nue par les Franchises de Fahri, raais il o, ete frappe de ce ou'une
ville d'un population moderee, ni tres riche, ni tres ps,uvre, avait pu
realise une ombre du regime democratique. " (Beauvalon, Edition du Contrat
Social, Paris 1914, p. 58)
Housseau's aim is to place society on a "basis of pare right. He
states the pro"blem of political o"bligation which he solves in Le Central
Social , as follov;s:
"Trouver -une forme d'association qui defende t)rotege de toute la
force commune la personne et les "biens de chaque associe^ et par lacuelle
chs-cun s'unissant a tous, n'o"beisse pourtant qu'a lui-meme, et reste aussi
3
lihre qu'axiparavant,"
1 - A. Schinz, Vi^ et_oeuvres de^jJ.-J .Rousseau avec des_note_s. expli^catives
2 - A. Schinz, Yie et geiivres de_J.-J. Housseau avec_des notes explicatives
3 - J. -J. Eousseau, Central Social, Bk. II, Chapter VI
'
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Housseau asserts tliat such o. compact implies essentially an
agreement among the memljers of the society hy v;hich:
"Chacun de nous met en comnxm sa personne et toute sa puissance
SOUS la supreme direction de la volonte {jonerale; et nous repevons encore
chaque memtre comrae ps-rtic indivisihle de tout,**
From this promise that society was founded upon mutual agreement, others
have made the deduction that it could he terminated for sufficient reason.
This conclusion led later to disastrous results, v/hich the author vrould
not hs-ve sanctioned had he "been alive.
Rousseau continuing to develop his system, asserts that the
act of association institutes a moral and collective hody, a puhlic person
The "body -politic is the state v/hen passive, and the soverei:'-^! when active
Its members a,re collectivel:/ the people, and individually the citizens or
siihjects; -.Thile participatinr;- in the making of the lav/s they are citizens
hut they are suh.iects while submitting to the lavre of the state, Jules
Lemaitre believes that this system of direct government for 8.nd by the
people implies "I'egalite a,b3olue des citoyens" ejid la souverainete du
3
peuple,"
Housseau next reveals the attributes of sovereignity. It is
inalienable and indivisible. The sovereignity is inalienable because it
is only the ei^ercise of the general vrill, and the sovereign being the
entire body of the people can only be represented by itself. It is
indivisible for the same reason. Laws are expressions of the general will
of the sovereign. Sovereignity should not be divided into legislative a,nd
executive power. The legislative power cannot be exerted through delegate;
1 - J. -J, Rousseau, Central Social, Bk. II, Chapter VI,
2 - J. Lemaitre, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, p, 254.
3 - J. Lemaitre, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, p. 255.
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Sovereign cannot act unless the people are assemliled. Periodical meetings
at fixed lines nust be lield; in emergencies extra meeting's must "be called.
The social contract gives to the "body politic aTiiSoliite pov/er over all its
subjects; and this power directed oy the general v/ill is called sovereigni"
The general v/ill "being the -//ill of the people, is alvro,ys right and represei.
A
what the people thinl: is to their a,dvantage. Lemaitre thinks Housseau
really meant that sovereignity should exi^ress the v.lll of the majority,
becaiise the entire hody of society does not alvra-ys approve of the same
laws, A partial admission of Eousseau's belief in the righteoiisness of
the Vrdll of the majority, is discovered in the following v/ords of
Rousseau, after he had stated the general will is the constant will:
"Ceci suppose, il est -VQ«itei, que tous les caracteres de la
/" / ^ t ^ ^
volonte' generale (c'est a dire d'apres lui-meme, la cla,irvpyance ^la justice
et le desinteressement) sont encore dans la pluralite, Quand ils cessent
d*y etre, quelque parti qu'on preiine, il n'y a plus de liherte". This
statement leads Lemaitre to inquire "comiue faire que la major ite so it
o
toujours clairvoyantf' juste et desinteresse^^'' Housseau claims that the
general v/ill is alv/ays right, "because each citizen considers himself in
voting for all. Thus an act of sovereignity is not a pact "betx'/een a
superior and an inferior, hut a convention hetv/een the "body, politic ojid
each of its raemhers,
Rousseau now tells the reader tli.at the government is the agent
of the sovereign. In a more detailed exposition, he maintains that it is
an intermediate body established between sovereigns and subjects for their
reciprocal correspondence, a.nd v/hich is entrasted with the execution of
the lav/s .''nd the preservation of civic and political freedom. The members
A
1 & 2 - J, Lemaitre, Jean-Jacqaes Rous seau
. p. 264.
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of this "body are called riTa<pistrates or princes; the tody a,s a viiole is
given tliG nanie of prince or niag;istrate. The government may take different
forms, assuTiing that the price or governing "body is the servant of the
citizen. If absolute pov/er is concentrated in the hands of a single
magistrate from \7h0m all the others derive their authority, the government
is called a democracy. If the numher of citizens exceeds the namher of
magistrates, this is an aristocracy.
If the goveriment embraces more citizen ma,gistrate3 than mere
private citizens, it is a democracy. The last type of government is as a
rule most suitable for small states as the monarchy is for large states,
"if the number of the supreme magitistates ought to he in the inverse ratio
of that of the citizens." Many other factors are involved, however, v/hich
produce exceptions to this genera.1 rule. The classification of governments
in accordance vdth the number of the particips.nts in the chief magistracy
need^ qualification. Aristotle provides such a qualification v/hen he
mentions the interests in v^hich the government is administered, whether
in the interest of a small body or of the entire citizenry. Montesquieu*
s
division of governments into republics, monarchies, o.nd despotisms reveals
tv/o conceptions of division, first the number of the sovereign^ and next
A
a recognition of the difference betvreen a constitutional and an absolute
monarchy,
Eousseaii is next concerned with the organization of the delegated
executive authority. Democracy, the government of all and by all is too
perfect for men for it requires a state so small that the citizens v/ill
knov/ everybody in it, manners so little complex that the business may be
small, and the fashion of discussion easy, equality of ranlc and wealth so
1 - J. V. Morley, Rousseau and His Era, p. 215^^,

common as not to permit the disregard of political equality "by i;;roup3
or individiials having; greater material possessions, and so forth,
Rousseau extolling democracy v/rites:
"S'il y avait un peuple de Dieux, il se gouvernait deraocrati-
1
quement; un gouvernement si parfait ne conviont pas a des horames,"
Rousseau inclines tov/ards an elective aristocracy composed of
the "best citizens as the "best sort of government, e-lthough a monarchy may
he hetter adapted to very la.rge countries. Continuing he v/rites tZaat
there are three sorts of aristocracy: natural, elective, and hereditary.
The first is of value among primitive peoples only; while the third is an
illustration of the v/orst kind of government, 'The second is the "best; and
is properly called aristocracy. In virtue of nen "becoming rulers through
election, experience, enlightenment, uprightness and all other claims to
preeminence hecome so many additional guarantees of a wise and eouitahle
administration. The following sentences in Book III, Chapter Y of Lq
Contrat Social show Rousseau* s support of elective rulers;
"C'est I'ordre le meilleur et le plus nat^urel que les plus sages
gouvement Is, multitude, quand on est sur qu'ils la gouvernent pour son
profit, et non pour le leur, II ne faut point multiplier on vain les
res sort 3, ni faire avec vingt mille hommes ce cue cent horniiaes choisis
peuvent encore mieux, llais il faut remarquer que I'interet du corps
^
w> /
commence ^a moins diriger ici^la force puolicue sur la regie de la volonte
generale, et ou'une autre pente indivisihle enfeve aux lois une partie de
la puissance executive,'*
If aristocracy of this kind requires fewer virtues tloan a popular
5
executive need- it also exacts otiiors tho,t are sin-ular to itself, such as
1 - E, Faguet, Rous seau penseur, p, 294
fi
moderation in the rich, ojid contentment in the poor, A certain inequality
of fortime suits this form, "because it ins^^res a "better administration if
electors are o^hle to devote their v/hole time to it. On the other hs-nd,
men of merit should occasionally he chosen rulers in order to teach people
that wealth is not alirays to he preferred to other qualities, Morley says
that if suffrage were universal and elections took place annually, the
iiinglish system of government, despite its ohsolescent elements of hereditarjjr
aristocracy and nominal monarchy, would he the nearest realization of the
pls,n of the bocial uontract that any representative system permits. He
adds that if Eousseau liad further projected his conceptions of confeder-
1
at ion, the United States v/ould have most closely resembled his type.
In regrrd to m.onarchy, Rousseau remarks that it functions under
many quite ohvious disadvantag-es , Of one imperfection he asserts;
'*Un defaut essentiel et inevitable, qui mettra toxijours le
gouvernement raonarchique au-dessous du repahlicain, est que dans celui-^i
la voix^ pahlique n'eleve presque jamais aux premieres places que des
hornnes eclaires et capahles, qui les remplissent avec honneur; au lie^L
que ceux qui par'Viennent dans les monarchies ne sont plus souvent que de
petits hrouillons, de petits fripons, de petits intrigsjits, a qui les petit
talents, qui font dans les cours parvenir au^: grandes places, ne servent
qu a montrer au public leur ineptie aussitot qu'ils y sont parvenus, Le
peuple se trompe bien mo ins sur ce choix que le prince; et un homme d'un
vrai merite est presque aussi rare dans le ministere qu'xin sot a la tete
d*un gouvernement republics-in, Aussi, qaand, par qaelque heureu/C ha#3ard,
un de ces hornnes nes pour gouverner prend le timon des affaires dans Tine
1 - J. V. Morley, Eousseau and^His Era, Vol, II, p. 219
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monc.rch.ie presque aTsimee par ces tas de jolis regisseirrs, on est tout
1
surp«kis cl.es ressources, qu'il trouve, et cela fait epoque dans un pays."
Rousseau besides uttering aphorisms and statin;^; a'bstract principles
supports his views "by entering' into detailed statistical and social matters
In addition he indicates v/hat forms of government 3i;.it particular countries
according to their supply of food and vra,ter, their extent, their degrees
of fertility, and their climate, A despotism more practicahle m
'.varmer climates v/here fev;er inhahitants are required for the purposes of
production than in colder regions, A scattered population is more easily
to control 0.nd comhines against the government less easily: vdiile, in a
denser population the ruler u^irps the sovereignity with greater difficulty
Rousseau's inconsistent viev/s on political religion are nov; aired
He deans Christianity prejudicial to the sta,te, not for the purpose of
discrediting Christianity, for he regarded the social state as an evil
thou.gh it has nov; "become necesse,ry; he "believed consistent Christianity
to he inconsistent v.dth political existence. The religion of the citizen
should inspire him v/ith the desire to perform his social duties, and the
community's only concern in his "belief should noi^'be his morality and the
o"bligation under 7;hich he lies to his fellow-citizens. The sovereign has
no pov/er to interfere "beyond this "comme il n'a pas de competence dans
1' autre monde, quel que soit le sort des sujets dans la vie \ venir, ce
Z
n*est pas son affaire, pourra qu'ils soient "bons citoyens dans celli-ci."
There should he a common political profession of faith, the articles of
Y/h.ich the sovereign must determine, not exactly, as to religious dognas,
"but as sentiments of sociahility without which it is impossible to prove
1 - J. J. Rousseau, Contrat Social, Livrc III, Chapitre VI
2 - J, J. Rousseau, Contrat Social, Li"bre IV, Chapitre VIII
•r
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one*s self a good citizen or c. good subject, Rousseau's recommendations
for the treatment of non-l)elievers in the articles of faith follov/:
"Sans pouvoir ohliger personne a, les croirc, il peut "bannir de
/
I'Stat quiconque ne les croit pas; il peut le hannir non corame impie, mais
\
comme insocialsle, comme incapahle d'ainer sincerement les lois, la justice,
et d'lramoler au "besom sa vie a son devoir, Que si quelgu'un, apres o-voir
reconna pxihlinuenent ces raemes dogmes, se conduit comme ne les croyant pas
qu'il soit puni de mort; il a coiimis le plus grand des crimes, il a menti
1
devant les lois."
The tenets of political religion should he few and simple, and
carefully stated. Belief in a powerfu.l henificant, prescient, and
provident Deity, a future state^ the rev/ard of the good and punishment of
the had, and the ss^nctity of the social contract and of the lav/s are the
positive tenets of this religion, Housseau limits the negative dogmas to
one, intolerance in civil and religious matters, G-rs.ham quoting Eousseau
v/rites:
"Wherever theological intolerajnce is admitted, it is impossihle
that it should not have some civil effect; and so soon as it has, the
sovereign is no longer sovoreig-n even in secular matters; the priests
become the real masters, and kings are only their officers VJhoever
dares to say. "Beyond the Church there is no salvation, ought to he chc-sed
2
from the state."
If this doctrine had heen observed, remorseless persecution of Catholics
ajid philosophers vrould have follovred. The only citi25ens immune from this
danger would have heen cov;^?»rd3, who v/ould not reveal their true opinions or
1 - J. J. Rousseau, Contxa-t Social, Livre lY, Chr.pitre VIII
2 - H, G. Graham, Rousseau
, p, 141
ft
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fanatics v/ho pranishea other n I'or tixeir o;: inions.
Yet in La ITouvelle Heloise Rousseau had written, "IIo true 'believei
can "be a persecutor. If I vrerc a magistrate and the lav; inflicted death
on atheists, I should he£;in to imt it into execvition "by hurninr: the first
1
man v;ho should accuse or persecute ajiother." Rousseau v:as not conspicuous
for his religious intolerance ^for many political \7riters among his
contemporaries "betrayed similar repressive vievrs,
Rousseau's arguments in Le _Contrat Social are entirely carried OTi
in the a- P^'**"^^ method, Lajring down certain a,xiom.G, he supposes en abstract
man in the possession of imaginary rights "based on a-n imaginary compact.
Ignoring historical facts, he deduced an ideal political system, v/hich \7ill
never come into existence, 'rhe rights advocated are all natara,l rights,
and are found in the nature of things. The patriotism in its pages is
most striking. For Morley it "shines, .. .like the fire on the altar of one
2
of those ancient cities vdiich had inspired the v/riter's ideoj," Morley
considers that the "book has another great merit "besides rekindling the fire
of patriotism. It is "the rapid deduction from the doctrine of the
sovereignity of peoples of the great truth, that a nation v/ith a civilized
policy does not consist of an order or a ca,ste, "but of the great "body of it!
mem"bers, the army of the toilers vjho make the most painful of the sacrifices
o
needed for the continixous nutrition of the social organization,"
1 - H. G, G-rahoin, Rousseau
, p, 142
2 - J, Y. Morley, Rousseau and His Era, Vol, II, p, 241
3 - J. V. Morley, Rousseau and His^Era, "o. 241 : l/o-^. II
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I"^ • Influences^ of Ms social idoas^
On politica,l th.ou/-;;h.t
Lanson va-iting of the influence of Housseau, declares:
"II a ag-i sur son siecle a la fois pai' ses idees et par son
temperament, et il a determine des mouvements considers.l>leD soit dojis la
1
soci^te, soit dans la litterature."
Next he vn^ites of the far-reaching' effects of the moral and
social ideas of Housseau as follov/s:
"A mesiire que la devolution usait les systemes, depassait
Montesquie?« et Yoltaire, Housseau emergait. II a gouverne avec
Rotespierre, Depuis un sieele, tous les jorogres de la demoeratie, egalite
ffuffrage uiiiversel, ecrasement des minorites, revendications des partis
extrer.ies, qui seront peut-etre la soclete de deraain, la gaerra a la,
richesse, \ la propriete, toutes les conqu'etes, toutes les agitations de
la masse qui travaille et qui souffre ont ete' dans le sens de son oeuvre."
In the Pi scours sur les sciences _et les arts, Housseau made a
vigorous disparagement of science, of the emptiness of much of what is
often called science, and of the fatal mortal pride of intellect. His
remarks to that effect vrere an anticipe.tion of the attitude a,ssumed hy
numerous Christian churches and their representatives heginning v/ith
De I/Laistre, v;ho succeeded Rousseau in hecoming the greatest of the
religious reactionaires of his time. Housseau slighted the Taeneficial
effects of the sciences and arts. The conveniences, the alleviations of
sufferings of all kind, and the increase of mental stature vdiich results
from the pursuit of loioxvledge were ignored hy him, Morley contends:
1 - G. Lanson, iiistQ.ire de la Litt^rature, Fr^c^ca-ise, p. 793
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"Tliey raay or may not coxuiter-"b<alance the evils that it lias
"brought, hut they are certainly to he put in the halance in any attempt at
1
philosophic examination of the suhject."
Rousseau*^ v/ishes to prove in this discourse that virtue v/ithout
science is of greater v*lue than science \7ith0ut virtue, iatated in other
Y/ords he implies that the progress, happiness and security of a nation
depends more on the v/illingness to perform social duties, and the-ir
perserverance in executing them, than on the diffusion of knovdedge and
high ideals of culture. Housseau preaches a moral lesson to specialists
who ignore public affairs completely. He "believes that they under-
estimate the contrihution to society of men without intellectual
achievements, v;ho possess orderly, modest, and self-denying fjualities
v;hich insure happiness to men, and preserve society, Morley concludes:
"We need not complain that v/hile remonstrating against the rest-
less intrepidity of the rationalists of his generation, he passed over the
central truth, namely that the I'ull and ever-festal life is foauad in activ^
freedom of curiosity and search taking significance, motive, force, from
a v;arm inner pulse of hiraan love and sympathy,"
In his Di scour 3 sur 1* origine de 1* inegalitc pairii des horanes
Eousseau^s mastery of French prose, eloquence and daring independance are
ohservahle, Graham asserts thatthe most refined society of Europe read
these pov/erful pages, v/hich announced their degeneration from the savage
society, v/ith as little resentment and as great delight as the English
of the present nineteenth century read Carlyle's somber pages in which he
accused them of being fools for the most part, Morley claims "The
1 - J, "7. Morley, Rousseau a^nd His Era, Vol. I, p, 142
2 - J. Y. Llorley, Eousseau £md His Era, Vol. I, p. 147
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importo.nce of the Discourse on^ Inequality lay in its vehement denunciation
1
of the existing nocial state." Rousseau v/as quite prohahly more concern€j|a
with the results of ineqxiality than with its ori£;in» Host people are
reconciled to v;retched social conditions "because they hope for ^[^adual
improvement of society, Rousseau's impatient nature xrs.s inflamed at the
sight of the poverty and discouragement of millons of unfortunates in
the social state, \^;hich vras the source of the hateful inequalities of
v/ealth and condition, Rousseau's first disciples did not understand him
to mean that all men are equal, the^r did not deny his theory hovrever,
that the artificial differences, v/hich the conditions of the social union
produced, do not correspond exactly with the natural inequalities of men,
and that the governments of the eighteenth cen'tary tended to deepen
artificial inequalities and make a grea^ter gulf hetv/een the rich and
powerful and the poor. Social forces are at v;ork now to comhat this
tendency and to some extent inequality has heen eradicated, Rousseau
and those v.'hora he inspired may he credited vyith having an influence in
seciiring these henefits to society. In America the idea of equality of
man was applied to politics only," except that possihly it might have led
to th== a,l)olition of slavery; it has created no strong mora.l sentiment
against the economic and ethical hases of the social order. On the other
hand in France, it started movements v/hich produced a, sense of hurning
shame and sjigered frenzy v/hen men thought ahout social inequalities^
Rousseau's Discourses show a reaction against the mode of inquiry v/hich
Kontesquieu launched first in his L' Esprit des Lpis^ in 1748. Montesquieu'
method v/as follov/ed hy many other v/riters v;ho patiently collected a vast
1 - J. V. Morley, Rousseau and His Era, Vol. I, p. 172
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nxunber of facets a"bout the conditions of society, Rousseaxi sou£:ht the
truth in his ovai heart, llably abandoned Montesquieu's method to imitate
Rousseau, LTahly (1709-1785) the first dogmatic socialist affirmedl
"To find the diities of a le{jislator, I descend into the alaysses of my
1
heart, I study ay sentiments," Fa^et v/rites of the course of the
development of the doctrine of inequality:
"Elle conduit, pour etahlir I'egalite iw^^elle, et non pas factice
et apparente a I'aholition de la propriete individuBelle, et de tout
moyen de la constituter^donc au collectivisme ; elle conduit pour comhattre
les inegalites pretendues naturelles et ine{]:alites sociales et nuelquefois
des hypocrisies sociales a niveler les talents, les intelligences et
meme la vertu, et a eta^blir les "preferences" des Hepuhliques saines sur
2
le tirage au sort,"
XiEorely argaed vehemently, too, that vices spring from private
property. According to G-raham "It v/as the "brilliant rhetoric of Rousseau
and not the argument of these more consistent socialist v.Titers, v/hich
caught the attention of the age,"
Chuouet declared:
r
'*Des 1790, I'ahhe Pauchet declare que Jean-Jacoues a comp«is
l*ordre eternel de la justice^ qu' il faut mettre tous les droits en
comxmm que tous douvent avoir cuelqae chose sans q^^'aucun n'ait rien de
4
trop,"
Morley Relieves that Rousseau never thought of advocating the
subversion of society or its reorganization on a communistic "basis, "because
1 - J. V, Llorley, Rousseau and His Era, Vol, I, p, 178
2 - E. Fagaet, Rousseau penseur, p, E82
3 - H. G. Graham, RousseauV'p, 72
4 - A. Chuquet, J,-J, Rousseau, p, 84
rc
later Rousseau v/rote very clearly that property must "be respected, Ivlorley
does not attri^bute the difference in Rousseau's logic to insincerity, hut
to slipshod reasonin^j, while he concludes, "He sensibly though illogically
accei^ted vdiolesome practical naxims as if they flowed frori theoretical
1
premises that vrere in truth utterly inicoinpatihle v/ith them."
Chuquet notices anarchistic sentiments in the second discourse,
and later he mentions a denial of the same tendencies in Rousseau's
v/ritings, Chuquet testifies in the follovdng words to this reversal of
sentiments:
"II declara qu'il n'entendait pas aneantir le tien et le mien,
qu'il ne pouvait se nourrir de glands, ni se passer de lois et de chefs,
qu'il respectait le gouvernement sous lequel il vivait. II protesta
que I'homme depend de ses senolaliles et contracte une dette immense envers
le genre hiomain."
Le Conrat Social , also promulgated ideas of greater political and
financial equ^^lity. Revolt had "been in the air for years "before Rousseau
liad published ojiy of his works^hut Rousseau is supposed "by many writers to
have had the most tremendous influence in farthering the national
insurrection and in shaping its doctrines. Encyclopedists incited
the p-ahlic mind to observe the Injustice of established institutions, and
to make men judge their yoke burdensome, but unlike Rousseau they did not
arouse popula-r enthusiasm and passion,
1 - J, V. I.Torley, Rousseau and His Erg., p. 180
2 - A, Chuquet, J.-J. Rousseau, p, 81
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IV - On the French Revolution.
In Book Three of Qnile is fovind a remarkable prediction that
"Europe xic.s approaching a state of chaos and the age of ^devolutions"
and its great monarchies were unlikely to endure much longer. Cole thinks
11
that Le Central Social has caused Rousseau to be "stiff feared or hated
.
^
as the author v/ho, above all others inspired the French Revolution".
Napoleon declared that without Rousseau the French Revolution would never
have occurred. According to Hayes and Moon "vdthout Rousseau the French
Revolution would have followed a different course". Another v/riter,
Chuquet, has stated that Rousseau ha.d no intention of having his precepts
carried to their logical conclusion, when he v-Tote, "II reprouve les
revolutions violentes, A I'ldee de la comraotion des masses enormes qui
compose^it la monarchie fran^aise, il se prend a trembler. II conseille
de ne pe,s ebranler trop brusquenent la machine, de ne toucher aux choses
qu'avec une extreme circonspection de corrige^ simplement les abus.
II s'eleve o- l*avance centre le jacobinisnie. II flet® it une
Terreur: sacrifier un innocent au salut de la multitade, ecrivait-«l, est
\me de la plus exe'^crables maximes de la tyrannie, et ceux qui la
pratiquent ne driisent I'Etat a un petit nombre d-«'hommes qui ne sont
pas le peuple, mais les officers du peuple et qui, s'etant obliges a
perir pour son salut, pretendent prouver par la que c'est a lul de
perir pour le leur. l\ sait que I'anarchie popalaire about it au
desipotisme; le peuple prendait, dit-il, la licence effrenee pour laIf \ /liberte, et la revolution le livrerait a un seducteur cui ne ferait
A 2
qu'aggraver ses chaines,"
1 - G-. H. Cole, Translat ion of JDlie Social Contract, Introduction, p.XLI
2 - A. Chuquet, J*- J, Rousseau, p. 148
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The Revolution liad profoimd economic causes. The financial
"breakdovm of the government, its great extravagence in spending, unjust
and excessive taxation, unemployment, a great -f<*i^\T^^ and misery in the
cities and in the county are among the economic factors leading to the
Bevolution. Unjust laws also counted among the complex issues involved,
lladelin commenting on the responsihility of Rousseau and Voltaire for the
spread of ideas, v/hich vrere largely instrmiental in "bringing on the crisis,
wrote as follovra:
"But its one weaimess is that it is too exclusive. It v/as the fault of
many other men and many other things, hut none the less it is true that
when the Revolution conferred aimsi divine honors, first on Voltaire and
1
then on Rousseau, it recognized its collaborators,"
The ideas of the leaders of the French Revolution who had studied
Rousseau carefully, were communica,ted to the people, together with the
confidence in a social order to he obtained through sedition.
The orators of La Constituante retailed the axioms of Le
Central Social, YJhen the Assembly adopted "La de'claration des droits de
l.'h6ame" it published officially, v.h.at Rousseau had already announced:
"Que les hommes sont libres et egaux en droits, que la principle de la
souvera-inete^ reside dans la nation, que la loi est 1' expression de la
volonte general^" This declaration of 1739 is one of the most notable
doc"uments in the history of Europe, It not only aroused great enthusiasm
in France, v/hen published but 8-ppeared over and over a,gain in succeeding
French constitutions dov;n to 1748, and became a model in other continental
states. In some of its clauses we discover Rousseau's ideas; for example,
the conceptions that social distinction is only justified v/hen it has the
1 - L« liiadelin, 'xhe French Revolution, p» 15
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general good for its mirpose, that every citizen has a right to participate
in personally or through his representatives in its formation, that every
person may spealc, write ojad print with freedom anything he wishes, provided
he assumes responsihility for such abuses of this freedom as the law define^.
Other axioms of Rousseau contained in the declaration concern the rights of
citizens to decide what constitute the financial needs of the country, and
fix the proportion, mode of assessment, collection and duration of the
taxes, ojid to re uire puhlic agents to s.ccount to the citizens for their
administration, Cherishing Rousseau's thought, the decla-ration proclaimed
that the rights of men have "been misconceived and held in contempt for
centuries
•
The violence of the Reign of Terror cannot he hlamed on
Rousseau according to many authors. One of these authors, Champion, refuse
to place the entire hlame of the Terrors on Rousseau, Me said:
"On ne se lasse pas de repeter que Rousseau fUt le mauvais
g^nie de la Revolution, que ses rajicunes d'ancien laquais firent de lui
I'aj^otre de I'egalite' et qu'en la pr^chant il engendra les exces et les
fureurs de 95, Je comhattrai \me fois de plus la facheuse raanie d'lncamer
1
en xm homme la Revolution fraiijaise,"
Lecky v/ould also hesitate to fling the seme accusa.tion at
Rousseo-u, He claims ths'-t the Social Contract condemns the proceedings of
the Stench Revolutionists, pointing out proof of his claim that "one of its
fundamental doctrines is^that it is essential to everj^- act of sovereignity
that it shoiild "be submitted to the free and vjiintimidated vote of the
2
entire community".
1 - E. Champion, Rousseau et lajlevolutipn Fran^.ise, Introduction,
2 - ViT. H, L, Lecky, The French Revolution, p. 8l7
<
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He adds, defendin£;^a^,inst his accusers, Vtrho attribute to
him the crimes committed in 1794:
"Men v/ill often adopt sv/eeping- principles s.nd concliisions, and
completely ne^jlect all the qualifications, safe^juards , and counterpoises
1
"by which they had heon elahorately fenced round."
Morley has a different viev/. He asserts:
"The Social Contract was the gospel of the Jacohins, and rmich of the action
of the supreme party in France dtiring the first months of 1794 is only
fully intelli£ji'ble v/hen v/e look upon it as the result and practicable
application of Rousseau's teaching. The conception of the situo,tion
entertained hy Rohespierre and Saint-Just \ms entirely moulded on all this
2
talk about the le^^i slaters of Greece and Geneva."
Rousseau's idea that legislation should be directed tovra,rds
upholding equality became an ideal of Robespierre and other revolutionary
leaders, and resulted in giving the opportunity to peasants to buj^ the
land in small lots when churches cjid estates were sold. Morley believes
that "the most remarkable and most permanent of the consequences of the
Revolution v/as the erection between the tv;o extreme classes of proprietors
of an immense body of middle-class freeholders. Tliis state is not equality
3
but gradation."
That Rousseau is the most eminent apostle of liberty is
probably true. The views of Revolutionary leaders seemed sometimes to
conform and sometimes to disagree v/ith those of Rousseau. He would have
enjoyed, it seems to me, the advocacy of universal suffrage, of greater
liberty and equality, by the Revolutionists, but more theji likely their
methods of attaining the realization of these ideals would h£',ve been
1 - VI, H. L. Loclcy, The French Revo^lution, p. 82
-2^ - J.
-IT* ¥ojleyL^-Eous^au|]and- Hig Era«__ vol. 2^.:p.,_.182
3 - J. V. Morley, Rousseaii and_His__Era, vol. 2, p. 173
I
reTjiilced "by him,
C. On the msAesn G-cman Stated
After the Confederation of the PJaine liad "been effected, the
German sts^tes composin{^ it "began to plea for the social reforms instituted
in France durin^:: the French Revolution, At their request Napoleon
applied in their lands, the principles of the Code ITapoleon emhodyin^; the
most significant social measures of the Hevolutions, including civil
equality, religious toleration, aholition of serfdom ojid feudalism. The
Code^ ITapoleon v/hich long reinained the most enlightened set of lav/s in the
v/orid ^exemplifies niuaerous ideas of 3ousseau. A social cjn.6. political
revolution ensued in sotithern and vrestern G^rmsjiy, Feudalism rjid slavery
\7ere discarded; religious toleration v/as legalized. All citizens v/ere
recognised hefore the lav/. Baron von Stein convinced that Prussia had "beer
dismemtiered, hecause of the g-reater patriotism of the French, argued for
the social reforms v/hich he concluded had instigated the patriotic
sentiments in France. In 1807 Stein v/ith the approval of King Frederick
William III issued an Edict of Bnancipation v/hich aholished slavery in
Prussia. ITohles, commoners or peasants could seek and hold any occupation
or profession. Ilore participation in government functions v/as allowed,
and the improvement of puhlic ed\ic8.tion v/as undertaken. All these
innovations shovr traces of the doctrines of Housseau, Reforr:i3 in Prussia,
originated v;ith the King and his ministers, unlike those in iVance vrhich
sprang from the people. Prussia admitted no popular sovereignity and no
constitutional government hov/ever. Because autocracy was more "benevolent
and rational than previously, it arou.sed enthusiasm and support among the
general puhlic. 'i'he av/akening and regeneration of Prussia drev/ forth
•
the admiration of the people of southern and western Germany. They hDA
resented the enjoyment of the social reforms in the confederated Rhine
states because the French, or foreigners, had "been the "benefactors. They
nov/ "began to hope that Prussia might talce the lead instead of France, of
regenerating G-ermany, 'I'hey envisioned a great national state under the
leadership of Prussia, The national patriotism of G-erraany hec<-ime inflaiiied
as a "curious and tuiexpected result of the French Revolution and the
1
conquests of Napoleon," Rousseau* s inspiration provoked the enthusiasm for
the adoption of these reforms, ihe modern German state "began to assume
its present form cjid character,
^ • On the American Revolution.
Q?he ^vritings of Rousseau, Montesquieu, and Voltaire were promptl|r
put into the hands of the American Colonists at a lovr price. From 1775 to
1780 there were as many "books sold in the colonies as in the seventy-five
preceding years, 'xhe new political li"bera1nire increased v/ith the increas-
ing hitterness towards England, Ho great treatise such as Le_ Contrat
Social appeared in America "before the ikaerican Revolution, Locke's ideas
prohahly had a greater influence on the colonists than those of Rousseau,
The right of citizens to revolt against a governraent that took property
without consent was affirmed by that English author, England's v;ars and
distance from America favored the vvre^tin^ Qf ^-^q rjovernnent from the royal
authority. The o"bject of the uprising in 1775 v;as to preserve \That they
had captured, rather than to gain something nev/, Rousseau's gospel of
emancipation through a return to nature, seems to have inspired Jefferson
when he appealed in the Declaration of Independence to the "lav/s of nature"
1 - C. H. Hayes and P. T. Moon, Modern History, p, 354.

and then to "nrvtu.re*D God," Jefferson spoke French and had read Voltaire,
Housseau and Rayiial, Fisko thinks that the American Revolution v/as
influenced chiefly "by Locke, In fact he denies that Rousseau's ideas had
any influence on iiinerican History. Several other v/riters have seemed to
be of the opinion of Beard that Rousseau's ideas had a considerable
influence on the Jirnerican Revolution. Hayes "believes tha.t the success of
the American Revolution encouraged French Revolutionary leaders. I'he
del)ts incurred "by France to support the American Revolution helped to
precipitate the French Revolution "by mc^Jcint^j the "bankruptcy of the nation
more imminent and producing greater dissatisfaction v/ith the social
conditions o'i^ tlis. tim^s existing at the time in France,
E. On social cust oms and _in3_t itut ions .
IText to Voltaire's Candide La ITouvelle heloi s^ vms the hest
seller of the eighteenth century. In it Rousseau had Vi/ritten derogatory
statements ahout aiithors; the men of letters retaliating heaped ahuse and
sarcasm on Rousseau and this v/ork, Rousseau quarreled v/ith Voltaire,
Diderot, Grimra, and some others of lesser fane.
"Les heautes de La^Houvelle Heloise n'etaient pas des "beautes
philosophigues*. elles etadent faites pour plaire a ceux qui ne voyaient
1
dans 1 ' ]aic;;,[;cloT>edi_e le dernier mot de la sagesse htmiaine," Some critics
v/ere vdlling to recognize Rousseau's genius, hxit they coupled this praise
v.'ith denunciations of his errors, xhe looseness of the plot, the
digressions and the verhiage ojonoyed Voltaire and other critics, 'i'he
paradox v;hich extols the conversion of Julie and brings hack to her hearth
the lover, v/hose presence may divert her from the path of virtue again,
1 - D. Momet, La ITouvelle neloi^e, de j . J, Rousseau, etude et analyse
,
~ '
'
' p, 311
~
(
was especially irritatin^j to them. They considered it illogical and even
an effrontery. Eather reluctantly _le Journal encycloped ique , Freron ,
la Ilarpo
,
Morellet, Madame de Stael and Lladsine Ne^er aclaio'.Tledi[;e "le feuIf f
et le charme, les hea-utes qui eclatent comrae 1' eclair, la force, la chaleur
1* effervescence de 1 ' amour, ^"^^f le genie." The diatril)es of the
philosophers and the moderation of some other intellectuals had no effect
on the pahlic. "Tout de suite 1' enthousiasme sponta^e''des lecteurs avait
grossi conme im torrent qui emportait toutes les "barrieres de lo- critique,"
In addition to the mute testimony of the puhlication of sixty-six editions
of the novel "before 1300, the correspondance and the memoirs of contemporaries
and the thousands of letters sent to Housseau v^iich are nov; kept in the
lihrary of Neuch^el afford proof of the tremendous popularity of the hook.
and its effects on the readers. Those vrho vrere not authors so^;l^ght in the
work "les delices du sentiment .cette communion fremissa,nte des ames oui eta:
selon Piousseau, le honheur et qui ni la geometric, daas la philosophie nl^
rz
\ / /
^
avaient pu donner a une generation qui les applelait,"
Iladame de Roland and Lladame de Sta.el found a moral lesson in the
"book. Their discovery was that of countless other women, Chuquet says tha^^
"le roman offre un recit complet et suivi, le recit de la, vie d'un coeur.
Les femmes s enthousiasi'aerent pour une oeuvre toute pleine de cet amour qui
4
est la grande affaire de leur existence." Before Rousseau, lovo wtis
considered an amusing thing, hut Rousseau treated Ix as b. heautiful "but
grave matter. After him poet and novelists acknowledged its existence
1 - D. Hornet. La IT
o
uvoile Helois e de J\ J_, Rousseau, etude et_analyse,p.31«
2 - D. Momet. L^JTouvelle H^lo'ise de J. Rousseau, etude et analyse, p. 31<
3 - D. Hornet, La ITouvelle Ileloise de J. J. Housseau, p. 3T5
'
4 - A. Clmquet, J.^J. Rousseau, p, 103

only when profoimd, Paguet vn'ote:
"Rousseau a tue Is, galanterie. II a montre 1' amour tel que le
V
plus soxivent il n'ost pas, rao,is tel qu'apres lui on a toujours voulu le
voir, mais tel qu'apres lui on I'a senti, parce qu'on a voulu le tenir
1
ainsi,"
f -s •
Since tlie appearance of l£- Uouvelle Heloise, v.Titers liave linked the
passion of love to the sentiment of nature and "I'on n*a plus d'anour
2
sans paysage." Julie's typo taught irien a greater respect for women and
encouraged v/omen in a firmer respect for themselves, I^oussea^^ glorified
the family in this novel and in Eniile, His preaclments of conjugal fideliijly
"bore seed. Hashands in the higher social circles began to appear in public
with their v/ives. Society women carried out Rousseau's instructions to
nurse their children in order to cement family ties, as vrell as to increase
the health of the infant. Ihe domestic scenes of La Houvelle Heloise
suggested Goethe's Yferther and gave a greater impetus to the sentimental
school in Germany, Parents shov/ed more concern about the education of
children. Ilore natural gardens began to be popular, Coxmtry homes, and
v/alks in the country became fashionable. Rustic gowns v/ere put on sale in
clothing stores. Interest in the poor, a belief in God, and possession of
expansive sensibility became tlie fashion. In the witings of Diderot and
others there vras aJrea,dy a movement tov/ards lesc artificiality in life^
vkish cignifie4?'a reaction from the unnatural tone of society v/hich
suffered from boredom.
1 - E, Fa.guet, Rotis seau Arjtiste, p, 337
2 - E. Fagaet, Rous seau ^£ti5te, p, 339
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Eraile is often cr.lled Rous;:eaxi'3 masterpiece, Llorley, G-ralio-n,
Clmquet, Des G-ran£;es o.nd others see traces of I.Iontaigne, of Bonneval and
of Locke in this work, Chuguet pointing; out the merits of Bnile vrrites as
follov/s
:
"C'est a Rousseau que notre pedagogic a fait et fera le plus
s
^
d^emprunts, II puise a la fois dans son propre fonds et dcjis les ecrits
de son devanciers de I.Iontaigne, de Jionneval, de Desessarta, du« sage Locke,
A
/ f /
et par la foule des details, par le nornlDre des sentiments eleves et des
verite''s utiles, par l^ojnpleur des develfoppenients, par la finesse des
analyses psychlogiques, par I'inposante grandeur de 1' ensemble, l ^^gnile
/ /
est, malgre des erreurs et des aosurdites non sentement le meilleur
V
ouvrage de Housseau mais le li^re le _'jlus rema.rqua'ble sur l*art de
1* education."
Morley agrees that the hook has considerahle merit, but is less
flattering than Chuquet, His opinion is that "It is one of the swer^il
books in the history of literature, and of such hooks the worth resides
less in the parts than in the '..hole. It touched the deeper things of
character. It filled parents v.dth a sense of the dignity and moment of
their task. It cleared away the accumulation of clogging prejudices and
ohscure inverterate usages, v/hich made education one of the dark
2
formidahle arts."
The v;ork caused a .great comraotion. Writers imitated it and
criticized it. Children v/ere raised according to Jean-Jacqiies , The
Jacohins adopted his ideas in their plans for education, Housseau added
a dignity to the profession of teaching, and attracted more attention to
the class-room and the nursery. Through his support of simplicity in
1 - A. Chuquet, J.—J, Rousseau, p, 133
2 - J. V. Morley, Roussaau His ]a:a, vol, 2, p, 295.
f
childhood, people "began to realize the folly of expectinr children to ape
men, Emile stimulated Basedov/ to try to revolutionize education in
G-eman;^r, He recommended physical training, the use of the mother tongae,
and a different manner of dressing children v/ho had "been dressed like men,
and light cheerful schoolrooms, Kant realized after studying Bnile that
not a reform "but a revolution in education vrc-s necessary. In Switzerland
and Germany^ schools v;ere founded on Eousseo-u's principles. Pestalozzi
carried into operation m.any ^aggestions v/hich he drer/ from the hook.
Desiring to do for the poor of Sv/itzerland v;hat Rousseau had attempted to
do for the rich French people, he inculcated home education hased on
affection, gradu^a-l development of teaching depending upon age and mental
development. He sponsored oDject-lessons and physical training. Through
F
the teaching oi' Pestalozzi and Kr-oebel v/ho 0.1 so carried out many oi
Rousseau's suggestions, -ono influence of tne ideas of the crenevsji
philosopher hecame perceptihle at length in every educational system of
Europe, I.Iorley assets,
"The worship of Rousseau penetrated all classes and touched
1
every degree of intelligence".
In England l^nile v/as translated and v/idely read as soon as it appeared.
Uorley maintained that Snile "\7a>.s the first expression of that democratic
tendency in education, v/hich political ajid other circumstances gradually
made general alike in England, France, and &ermany|j a tendency tha,t is to
look on education as a process concerning others hesides the rich and the
v/ell-horn." Previously education had heen more or less a monopoly of the
rich. Readers of Roussea-a among the nohility follov/ed the exami^le of Snil|^
1 - J. V. Morley, Rousseau aiid His era, p. 298
2 - J. V. Horley, Rousseau and His era, p, 30d
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and learned a trade. 'I'iie sports and the puolic festivals v/hich nousseoai
recoiimiended for the ij-enevans v/ere reneintered "by thn Convention v/hen they
planned for sxich holidays and repuhlican festivals a3 Rousseau outlined
in his Lettre a d/Aleraliert _sur le£ Spectacles, In his Con s iderat ion s sur
le Gouvernement de Fo lo/^ne , Kousseau recorni-aended public school edtication.
It v/ould loe difficult for a ncji v;ho loved children as Rousseau did, suid
who did so i.mch to increase their happiness, v/eS*^ liO to pl?-ce his children
in the institution for foundlings. Although he confessed to this crime
and aclmowledged his futia^e torture fron {p:iGf
,
nany think that Rousseau
vrQ.3 not guilty of such an enormity, 'i'he ojcponso incurred in raising
children ana the poor training v/hich I'herese could give then were cited "by
Rousseau himself in his Confessions in explanation for his deed, llo trace
oil, )-1.7*e'i
v/as ever found of any children of Rousseau' s^ after some investigations,
Rousseau night liave v/anted to shovr his faith in p^^olic edu.cation v/hen he
v/rote of his conduct. For these and other reasons those \rho v/ould
exonerate the author from such a vile deed, feel justified in their "belief
in Rousseau's innocence.
V - Suninary .
Rousseau's life and environment vrere instrumental in moulding
his character and ideals of living vrere irfi^oress-ecK- on ^oUsseau, His love
for nature, frugality, love for liherty, and equality, and his piety shows
traces of the philosophy of the inhalDitants of his native city, The lack
of discipline in his early life is responsihle for his slo\7 development
of independence, his little formal education, his lack of preparation for
means of employment, and his vra-nderings in his youth. At times Rousseau's
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conduct "betrayGd his lack of standards of virtue in his early life. At
other times his courage and fortitude showed the effect of his reading of
Plutarch, The sensihility of his father was Rousseau's herita/je. The
sentimental novels v/hich engaged his attention in his nost tender years,
exaggerated his sentimental i^nf Once on the road to fame Housseau's
character appeared to change. Laboring over his literary works^he dis-
played great persistence. His desire for independence increased; he felt
obliged to live up to the principles laid down in his v/orks, nis
sincerity hecanie recognized. His sufferings, "both physical and mental,
exacted their toll. They increased his natural irritation, e.lienated his
friends, and developed in him the nonia of persecution, iiis sticcess, too,
was another cause of quarrels and ultimjite separation frora his friends,
through jealousy, I'he artificiality of Parisian life, society, ^the extreme
inequality of fortunes in his adopted country stirred his imagination and
incited him to arouse indignation for these evils, his Venetisji experience
aroused his interest in government. His genius gave him the power to
influence the sentiments of readers throughout the world,
ills own vn?itings and those of his disciples created numerous
reforms in society, Y/omen and children received more respect. The sentime
of love v/as elevated. Education became a subject of major importance,
through the acceptance or modifications of Rousseau's principles. Prmil^r
life v/as ennobled and the members fulfilled their duties v/hile mindful
of Rousseau's suggestions. Corsica and Polsjid asked Jean-Jacques to drav/
up a constitration for them;-:rach v/as their faith in his ability cxid
sincerity. If profound changes in ideals of love, family life, and
nt

govGrnment have "been Ijrougiit alDout "by liousseati'o tcachinfiS, present dr.y
society ov;cs him a gTcat deot to he sure. Our author had no small part
in the spread of universal suffra^jo. His feelings tov.-ards the poor are
ours at present. One v/ho expressed unv/illingnes:: to help the poor during
our present depression would "be considered monstrous. Our greater
opportunities for ohtaining an education maj^ he partly attrihutahle to the
Genevan philosopher. Our husy crowded lives leave us no sympathy for the
excessive sentimentality of Saint-Preux. As his type revealed the desire
to elevate love onC to recO:gnize duty, thus representing higher ideals
than those hold hy members of eighteenth century society, our faith in the
progress of civilization is upheld.
The statement of Des Granges in regard to 3ousseau v/hich
reveals his notions of the influence of Housseau follov/s:
"To sum uj), a hold innovator in politics, an inventor of
personal literature where the ego expresses and hecomes more and more
irritated; profoundly religious, sentimental, elorruent and picturescue,
Rousseau was ;mrG to wield a prodigious influence. He is truly our
ancestor; and Goethe was right in saying "Y/ith Voltaire, v/e see the end
1
of a v/orld; vdth Housseau the beginning of a nev/ one." Lly opinion is
that the summary of Des Granges is just and reenforces my convictions
regarding the influence of Eousseau.
1 - Ch.-..M. Des Granges, p. 634, An Illustrated history of French
Literature,
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